Exhibit 35
Fulford, Teresa R. (CDC/ONDIEH/NCBDDD)
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Tuesday, February 10, 2009 10:22 AM
Irannejad, Nosrat (Nassi) (CDC/CCHP/NCCDPHP); 'Poul Thorsen'; Boyle, Coleen
(CDC/CCH P/NCBDDD)
FW: Resuming the projektactivities
Message from KMBT_C550; Message from KMBT_C550; Message from KMBT_C550;
Message from KMBT_C550

The issues (or misunderstanding) keep piling up- hence the urgency of our meeting on Wednesday.
Nassi, any suggestions on how to respond. I don't thing Soren has gotten any response from CDC for the last few em ails am I correct on that?
Diana

From: S0ren K. Kjcergaard [mailto:SK@FOLKESUNDHED.AU.DK]
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2009 9:16AM
To: Irannejad, Nosrat (Nassi) (CDC/CCHP/NCCDPHP); Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Poul Thorsen
Cc: ks@adm.au.dk; lmQ@adm.au.dk; S!2lren K. Kjcergaard; Annette Bachmann; as@adm.au.dk
Subject: VS: Resuming the projektactivities

Dear Nassi, Diana, Poul
As you may be informed already will Aarhus University consider a loss of 8,000,000 Dkr in 2008 for the old project
ending april 2007. The rectorate will have to answer for this to the University Board.
Regarding the new project I can now see (in the PMS system) that there is no money left for year 1 and 2 (may 2007jan 2009) which totalled 2,906,606$ according to the PMS system.
However, I still have concerns regarding the new award (se the red markings in the mail below and the added copies of
award notices) . The existence of award notices up to 3,758,768$ makes me very concerned. The additional funding of
353.162$ is (attachment 2) e.g. specifically given for year 2, but has never been paid! and it does not exist in the PMS
system!. I would appreciate if CDC could give the Danish Research Agency (and thereby me) an official explanation on
these events.
I will need the information to be able to explain and document these events to the Dean and Rector. I know that you all
are very interested in resuming activities and therefore look forward to your reply on these questions.
Kind Regards
50ren

50ren Kjcergaard
Head
School of Public Health
Vennelyst Boulevard 6
8000 Arhus C
1

ph +45 8942 6174
mobi l 4.._
(b..;.;)(:....:6)~_ __,
fax +45 8942 6200

Fra: Dorthe Hejl
Sendt: 15. januar 2009 12:00
Til: 'nai2@cdc.gov'; 'dcs6@cdc.gov'; Poul Thorsen
Cc: 'ks@adm.au.dk'; 'as@adm.au.dk'; 'Inge-Marie Qvist'; S~'.lren K. Kja:!rgaard; Annette Bachmann
Emne: VS: Resuming the projektactivities
Dear Diana, Nassi and Poul
Om behalf of S0ren Kjcergaard, I hereby forward his e-mail to you with the documents in question attached.
Sincerely
Dorthe Hejl Boye
School of Public Health
University of Aarhus

Fra: S0ren K. Kja:!rgaard
Sendt: 15. januar 2009 11:32
Til: Dorthe Hejl
Emne: Resuming the projektactivities

Dear Diana, Nassi and Paul
The information that CDC considers the old project (Cooporative Agreement UR3/CCU018305) as closed financially
(Anne Christiansen told us so after your telephone meeting with her the 6th January 2009) was a surprise. Paul has told
us, and Aarhus University actually received a copy of a letter to Knud Gundersen and Paul Thorsen signed by Randoplh B
Williams in march 2008 that the 894.814$ was still available in the project (see attached copy of letter). However, I
understand that Anne Christiansen intends to follow up on this matter with Randoplh B. Williams at PGO to get
information on the whereabouts of these money.
That the money stream after your communication with Anne Christiansen has been resumed from Danish Agency of
Research to Aarhus University has removed a major obstacle for resuming activities in the project. However, I still have
some uncertainties regarding the actual funded amount for year one and year two in the 'new' project (may 2007-12 no
1U10DD000230-0l), which is also suffering a substantial delay in received payments.
To our "knowledge" CDC have funded following sums:
Year 1 (May 1st 2007- January 31st 2008)
Year 2 (February 2008- January 31st 2009)

: 963J33/1A63,733* + 100,299 $
:1,730,063 +111,511 + 353,162** $
2

* Regarding the first year I am still confused regarding the funded amounts. First we got a notification
{dated May 112007} saying 1.463,733$, later I got a new notification {dated May 29 2007} in which the
funding was reduced by exactly 500.000$. As I got no official explanation, I am somewhat unsure to what
degree one can count on these notifications. An explanation would be very welcome!.
**Regarding the second year I have an additional award notice at 353,162$ which a/sa causes confusion. I
need ta know the exact total award for year 2.
In total the agency (and thereby Aarhus University) has been awarded at least 2,905,606$, but we have copies of award
notices for up to 3,758,768$
At Aarhus University we have so far received 1,518,076$ and expect very soon to receive further 756,412$, which have
been transferred to the Danish Agency of Research.
This leaves by our calculations at least 631,118 $which should be transferred to cover expenses in the project. As it in
my experience can be very difficult to get clear and secure information about economics in the projects (see first
paragraph and the notes) and as the University may suffer substantial losses in relation to the old project, I need to have
an official information directly from CDC, about the amounts still available (for year 1 and 2) at CDC, and whether the
sum can be released in the nearest future. I guess that such information can be provided very quickly and I will, when I
get satisfactory information, immediately propose the Dean that we resume activities in the project.
If you need to ask for details I can be contacted at my mobil-phone (see below) .
I do hope that you understand the severety of this matter at my end of the table and why I can't take any further risks.
The State Revision Board and our rectorate have strong focus on the project right now.

Sincerly
S¢ren Kjrergaard
Head of School
School of Public Health
University of Aarhus

Bartholins Alle 2
8000 Arhus C
Q

e-mail; sk@folkesundhed.au .dk

tlf. 8942 6174
Mobil L..l
(b_)(_
6) _ ____.
Fax 8942 6200
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Exhibit 36
Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Paul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU OK]

Sent:

Tuesday, January 02, 2007 2:20AM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject: SV: Happy New Year's Day!!
Hello Love,
Wonderful to hear from you! I have gotten lovely e-matls back from you, so I do not fool rejected or forgotten. 1m1ss the
conversation too. but it is pretty unstable from here at Koh Phangan.
Our new years eve was pretty wild with a lot of firework and wild rockets exploding close to our feet. so at a ' ime JUSt after
midnight we felt best of getting under roof and •n d1stance from those drunk beach people
I am follow1ng up on things and slowly getting deeper into the b1omarker stuff I have read (different levels) most of the
papers that you sent me and also tried some alleys. I know that you are eager to hear somothmg from and you will as soon
as I have some good sense of that 11 IS not blind alleys
Take care and best wishes for our YP'lr, 2007'
Love.
Poul
«c~ile

phone. • 45 4081 - 6 154

E-..,crl: p-@soct oudk

Web: ,.,..w.rcnca dk

Fra: Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD) [mailto:dcs6@cdc.gov]
Sendt: 1. januar 2007 20:13
Til: Pout Thorsen
Emne: Happy New Year's Day! !
My dearest love,
Its a bright and sunny day and I am trying to avoid any stressful work - I tried to clean up some work email and my heart
began to pound, so I qu1t after just reading it all - I didn't try to respond. Worries enough to take on when I have to - which
technically doesn't start until Wednesday! Since fanner President Ford died last week, Jan 2 has been declared a day of
mourning and all federal offices are c.osed. I'll probably get a small start, and I already organized my brief case and made a
to-do list for this week, so that is a good start, eh?
I am really eager to connect with you again by voice! I want to express my appreciation for all the wann and loving emails
you have sent me over the holidays. I have been surrounded by people for the last 10 days, and so have only been able to
sneak a peak at my Blackberry or lock myself in the bathroom to quickly reply to you- Without fail, within minutes of
"disappearing" someone would call out my name and I would be drawn back into the crowd. But, I always had your words m
my mind and treir message kept me lively and happy all trrough the hours!
I hope you are having a wonderful time with Christian in your exotic and far away place! I am sure you are gaining strength
from the break and much needed refreshment! Send my a picture or 2, if you can.
My New Year's Day message Is a simple one ..... the moments we share are painfully brief, but the love they uphold and
refresh sustains me through the weary hours. the every days, the longest weeks, the months flying by with ever increaslg
momentum into the year's labors.
And a new year begins! I am feel ready for it all, thanks to you in my heart.
be safe, come home soon, think of me always,
your ever Iovin'

0

4/2 1/2009

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCIAU.DK]
Sunday, December 31 , 20061 :03 AM
Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
RE: Happy New Year (last e-mail from Koh Samui)!
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DKJ

Sent:

Sunday. December 24, 2006 8:10PM

To:

Schendel. Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject: tv'erry Christmas!!!
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From :

Pout Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DK]

Sent:

Sunday, November 12, 2006 2:39 AM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject: SV: Purchase

Dearest Diana,
I am on my and in Copenhagen airport. However, I can only get my boarding card at the gate and before that I
cannot buy stuff. I will ship it to you, when I am back in Denmark late November.
I am very pleased that you are able to pick me up and spend some time around the house!
See you very soon for huge kisses!
Love.
Poul

Fra: Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD) [mailto:dcs6@cdc.gov)
Sendt: 11. november 2006 16:59
Til: Poul Thorsen
Emne: Purchase

IIi sweetheart.
Ir you have the opportunity tommTow in the airport, could you buy me a wine pourer that fits in the carafes you gave me
years ago- Rosendahl '?? Its a spout that fits in the top like a cork. I am using the carafes for vinegar and oil and need another
spout.
If' you can't. no problem as I'll pick up later.
Counting the moments until I sec you! Safe travels and limber up that hug!

*kys*
D.

Sent from my BlackBcJTY Wireless llandhcld

4/20/2009

Moon watch
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From :

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DK)

Sent:

Monday, November 06, 2006 1:43AM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject: SV: Moon watch
Dearest Diana.
Love'y to hear from you and a fresh breeze from Atlanta. I miss you and I am very much lookmg forward to seemg
you next wee~ . Here it has been overcast for many reasons; literally and also because I was preparing the scnpt
finalizing the resignation of J0rn Attermann . It is sad and I cannot help blaming myself for not reacting long t1me
ago.
Hungering for your embracement and your voice!
Love,
Poul

Fra: Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD) [mailto:dcs6@cdc.gov]

Sendt: 6. november 2006 03:24
Til: Poul Thorsen
Emne: Moon watch

Dearest.
I saw the moon and the moon saw you. A crystal lens pcrring deep nto my heart.
Lo\ e and cnom1ous hugs.
D.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless llandhcld

4/21/2009
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Sent:

Monday, April11, 2005 3:21 AM

To:

'Poul Thorsen'

Subject: RE: Next spring
My love.
Funny th1ng ..... yesterday, when I was on my "run", I was savoring with every step (thump-thimp-thump against
the soft damp earth} the lovely spring weather and admiring the earliest spring blooms that I don't see in Atlanta .
You know the ones, the smallest white snow drops, blue stars, yellow and purple crocuses that grow 1n
abundance on the grass and tucked under trees. From afar they look like a blanket of color, but up close they arc
merely perfection in miniature. And then, coming up fast are the daffodils and tulips and that is when I thought YES! YES! I am so happy at the prospect of for ever having the opportunity to have a Nordic spring!! To see all
this beauty slowly unfolding slowly and over weeks in a way that is very different from the southern US, but every
bit as lovely. And, I dreamt of having a garden here some day that I can cherish and experiment with color.
texture, shape ... such magnificent soil too... and every now and then, as I work, look up and see you there {well,
perhaps, see you waving from the window since I know how you hate gardening © ).
Splendid spring, that only splendid love can bring, to fil your heart!
Next spring. cherry blossoms in Washington - it's a date!
Love, D.
-----Original Message----From: Poul Thorsen [mailto:PT@SOCI.AU .DK]
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2005 3:39 PM
To: Schendel, Diana
Subject: Next spring
Dearest Diana,
I saw this wonderful picture of Cherry-trees from Washington DC. I also thought of once long time ago; a
rose and the Mall. I would like to be there next year w ith you!
Love,
Poul
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

I am still struggling with this mood and so will humor it by writing you a letter instead of working. I have been
thinking of how little I have been writing- for such a long time now, 1t seems. Why am I always running now, and
filling my days with what - I can't remember- but it must be important for me to work so hard at it. At the moment
the thought of digging into the pile of paper work waiting for me makes me feel sick to my stomach. But, then I
start in and after awhile the bad feeling goes away and I am OK. In the end I'll get it all done, and more.
Lovely sunrise this morning. That's my only complaint about the apartment - there is no comfortable spot for me
to sit and watch the day wake up. The kitchen is cozy and a nice window, but no comfortable chair. The family
room has the comfortable chair, but faces west. The living room faces east but not a very good view - maybe I
need to rearrange the living room. Or maybe, rearrange my bedroom - It has the best window and faces east.
tan's room also has a great window, but faces west and gets the best sunsets - a benefit that he has commented
on with great satisfaction. Now that the leaves have dropped from the trees, we get a wider and more dramatic
view out of our windows. And the winter skies at dusk go all soft and purple. I am filled with great satisfaction on
the evenings when we are home together at dusk, and its warm inside, and I light candles and watch the rich
colors fade through the frosty windowpanes. We have started to have a family movie time on Friday nights and
we all gather in tan's room to watch it- with the sky as our backdrop. Even if the skies are grey and burdened
with clouds, the bare tree branches define the skyline with drama and provide a satisfying contrast to the interior
glow. It's a good thing and makes me feel better to think about it.
I have been thinking a lot about our last few weeks and our times together. I am filled with a secret joy at the
richness and depth of our relationship. It seems to be reaching into higher levels and plunging into greater depths
since I arrived in Aarhus .... Just when I think we have reached a perfect harmony, it surprises me and gets even
better. Have you felt that too? There are some moments, when my heart is near bursting and I am afraid to speak
for breaking tne spell. Often, the moment is so brief that it passes and takes my breath away with it. I often
wonder if you felt the same, but am afraid for asking in case you didn't- that would be terrible! Then again , I
sense other moments when I feel you are carried away also

4/21/2009
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DK]

Sent:

Wednesday. April 07, 2004 10:59 AM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD}

Subject:

A moment of room/space

Importance: High

Dearest D1ana,
I found room - you know the Danish translation and meaning! Have a wonderful day!
Love,
Poul
• D, P/10.
Jlartment of Ep1dcmto/ogy and Social Medicine
Aarhus U 11crslty, Vennelyst Boulevard 6,
DK-8000 Aar. 11. C. Dcm un!<
Phone +45·8 2·6094
ob f phone +4'i-4081-6154
71
pt@soci.au.dk
pthorsen@nanea.dk

4/2 1/ 2009
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,
Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Sent:

Wednesday, March 03, 2004 1:12PM

To:

Poul Thorsen

Subject:

hello!

Attachments: chatty letter.doc
H1sweet1e!
Attached is a letter I wrote last night, but l couldn't connect from home to send it. I just spent a bit of time reading
it over and adding a bit - time off from the day because of an impending headache and so I took some med1cine
and shut my door and ignored the world for awhile to let the med take hold. But it was boring to just sit, so I spent
some time with you. I feel better now.
love, D.
Dtana SdwncJel. PliO
Celllets for Dtscase Control and Prevention
Nattoll,ll Cellter on Buth Defects
and Developmental Disabtltltes
Matt-Stop E-86
1600 Cftfton Road
111/nnta. Georgta

30333
Toto. 404-498-3845
I ax. 404-498-3550
email. dschendet@cdc.gov

4/21 /2009

Marcr. 2, 2004, evening
My dear Poul,
At last I have some free time to write you the chatty letter I have wanted to write for a week now.
Since I left you and Denmark (you know, I am really becoming very attached to your country as I
learn , and observe, and discover more and more on my own- for its own sake, and not just
because you are there .... oh, and guess what! The viking ship sculpture is back in the hillside en
route to Bent's house - poised for tragedy, mystery, and ghostly shadows. I don't know when the
best time to see it would be, wrapped in fog at winter day break, or in the bright sun and waving
green grass of spring. Try both times and tell me what you think .... but, these are other topics of
discussion and I need to get back to the beginning of this sentence) ..... I have had countless
conversations with you in my mind, and mentally composed many paragraphs of many letters.
Few hours go by that you don't come into my thoughts, and I wish that I could dash off the lines
right at that instant so you would know that I am think1ng of you. Although you are less inclined to
write, I know you are thinking of me too, and often - imagine all of that psychic energy flying
across the Atlantic! But, please remember this about me -that you are ever, always, my
companion in thought and inner feeling, even during long weeks of separation and unfortunate
days of silence.
But, the main idea I have wanted to share with you recently is something I read in one of my
current books (I usually have at least 2 books that I am reading at any one time - and I switch
back and forth depending on my mood and degree of tiredness). I think you saw it at the summer
house, "Galileo's Daughter". As you know his astronomical observations challenged the strict
interpretation of biblical accounts of creation and upset all kinds of insecure religious leaders.
Ironically, he was a devote Catholic and did not see any conflict in what he observed as a learned
professional and what he believed as a Catholic. And he had his supporters all through out
Europe, even some Danish astronomers whose writings he consulted! (aren't all these
connections wonderful), and many of them wrote opinions and texts that are astonishingly fresh
and clear thinking . I say, "astonishing" only because I am inclined to imagine that 500 years ago
the level of ignorance was so great as to make it pointless to read it. But, I have been humbled again. On the plane ride home from Denmark, I read a few passages that electrified me- mainly
because they were beautifully written, and revealed a beautiful mind - and I instantly wanted to
share them with you. If you had been sitting next to me, I would have grabbed your arm in
excitement and undoubtedly spilled your drink or upset your fork poised in mid-air. So, here they
are.
The first is taken from a letter that Galileo wrote to a colleague, and he makes an analogy (in
music) about the difficulties in logic and observation that the church puts itself in to try and
maintain that the earth is the center of the universe and does not move. And since he is also
trying to figure out the correct logic, mostly by just observing and reasoning, he is cautious
himself. So he says:
· Nevertheless, 1shall not abandon the task in despair. Indeed, I hope that this new thing will turn
out to be of admirable service in tuning for me some reed in this great discordant organ of our
philosophy - an instrument on which I think I see many organists wearing themselves out trying
vainly to get the whole thing into perfect harmony. Vainly, because they leave (or rather preserve)
three or four of the principal reeds in discord, making it quite impossible for the others to respond
in perfect tune."
Do you see what he is saying, that by failing, or unwilling, to replace the parts that don't work, the
whole system fails. Simple idea, but beautifully expressed. I think. Is this not the struggle we face
every day, when we face our scientific problems? (well, maybe even facing our problems of life,
also!)

And, in this next passage he separates religion and science in clear and eloquent argument, that I
wish everyone who has ever debated the roles of these two institutions should read!
"I believe that the intention of Holy Writ was to persuade men of the truths necessary for salvation
such as neither science nor any other means could render credible, but only the voice of the Holy
Spirit. But I do not think it necessary to believe that the same God who gave us our senses, our
speech. our intellect, would have put aside the use of these, to teach us Instead such things as
with their help we could find out for ourselves, particularly in the case of these sciences of which
there is not the smallest mention in the scriptures;"
Do you feel the same humility as I did, when I first read these lines? Imagine, looking into the
depths of the universe with a piece of polished glass and, with only that, reasoning out some of its
most fundamental truths. And then expressirg the thoughts and arguments so eloquently and
clearly.
The rest of the book has many such lines , and many others that are much less inspiring. A good
read altogether.
The other book I am reading is soft and soothing, for when I am tired and don't want a challenge,
or another second of stimulation. I am tired now.
I miss being with you, Poul, very much. I like what I am with you.
And so
coupled,
in arms,
loving couple
at rest.

D.
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Wojcik, J oanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From :

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DK]

Sent:

Sunday, February 08, 2004 3:18PM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject:

Happy Birthday

Importance: High

Dearest Diana,
I hope that you are having a wonderful birthday with your family. I miss to be with you on such a day, however, I
do expect that the time we will spend together during the following two weeks will be your present and my joy!
Have a great day, my love!
Kiss and hugs,
Paul

4/21 /2009

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Schendel. Diana (CDC/CCHP/ NCBDDD}
Sunday, February 01, 2004 9:57 PM
'pt@soci.au.dk'
Fire and ice

From:
-:.ent:
:>:
.:iubject:

tliqhl •. :-; 1 wc1s rr'ildinq , l ots of pillows and blankets t:u~_;kc~<i hP.re ,l!ld ;..herr> <~r·orttld m.• ,
I tell pin pricks behind my l'or:-; . A:1 odd spot: for irrilalion of l.hcll kind •Jrtd t.il•'n I
te<~liz•~l Lh~L I hddn ' t tdkcn out my ea~rings- the ones you gavu me .

J,.r:;l

~:lippt>d · hem ol! , and becam<~ ~hought f ul - thinking of you , dnd slowly rollin<J tlu'rn
i11 :ny ~illn uad•:t Lhe ldmplighr: . The depLh of color in Lhum is romnd·.;!blP . l'i<:r,·inrJ
sh,J1:-:; nt •;rvC!n ;1nrl blu•~ , fl ecked with gold , almost as if. you c.:ould divr• insitl• urd

So ,

.~botH

dis,q•Jl''•"

world ,

into ctllnt.h••t

tho deepest:

oc~;ln

depths .

lhl'll lito•),• WctS ol IIM>h or r·ed , qone in dn insLilnL . T pU7.i~lcd OV\"' 1 l.h cl l (.1111.! lul' ol ]OJIIJ
Lilllt·· , ll!rraillq cHid twj:-;ting i L in Lhe Liqhl ::rying to find L h t:l drtql<· to r•'IPrtSf' LhP lit•' .
. tlm,):-,t q<~V•· up d .;oup l c of. 1 imc-;, , Lhinkinq, w~ll its not t.herl: , ju s
my jmaqin.ll inn .

1\nd

1\ntl Lheu ,

it :lashed

conld •:Odx iL 1nrqer ,

R( 11 iuq ,
Sh.tll

<~gnin

- slowly , :: learned how

LO

trigger the flnsh . •Just. riqhl <.ntd

Lhe cool qreen melting away .

rnll inq in my pcllm . Smal l amu l cr:s of love , nnd buried pdssion .

I show it. Lo you ,

i usl a f ew days now?

{l .

•nl. r rnm my Ulackl.lcrry

~Vircless

Ha :-tdheld (www . R, ac .cBe:--ry . net)

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Saturday. January 10, 2004 8:48 AM
'pt@soci.au .dk'
Saturday Morning

From:
'nt:
.;,ubject:

1L::; llll' t:las:;ic winler dey for these parts : wet ncar- freezing ;lir , drtrk Lhick clouch> , IJ,u,.
t.rcl''l I imb:> piercing th~~ gloom . The houses c~ll .-round appear ubc.lltd<>nf'd , so shu::t:<'!t"ci c~t••
th•~Y oHJdjnst the mis~ty outdoor·s . lnsteo(ld , 1 ~uta small , archinq unk hrc.mch in my b<~ck
wirtdow c.Hid Pr.twint->d tiny whiLe lig!;.ts aro~rtd i'" , curved . Very chl.)erful .md iLs likf' .1
rn.u1n••t to: us a ... l , t ht! sota nP.xl to the window is a popular spot . T ;Jl::H.l pli·!nt.t·;d u.ucis:1u~;
i>Jib:-; in;, vr~ri•.tY o1. conluincrs tlnd they arc rendy to be: br<.>uqht out. inLo fric•udly \·dllllow
:;po~t···:-~ I<H bloomnHJ. '1'110 bulb:.; arc vari.t"d- wh~tc , yellow , OJ
f'ti.lqtant - :>o I sll<ill
<'XP•~ri:ttt'ltl ~viti: the •.>fi'l'l'tB o! LltdL <.iispl<ly!
c~rn

cJt)ttinq rt>ady for

<.ienrn C~ rk -

:-; hall T be

good dane i n Lru i. ning?

i:l

ph y~ic<:~lly near you .
LhaL aspect , but seeing you in Lhe pictur<" brouqht it to a ccm:;ci()\H>
level . 1 lik~ the physical pull when we arc together - it adds something , \'IOUl<t yuu <~'Jr•·""?
/\p<~rl from ::hat. , physiL:dl attraclicn is suc:t a pleasant scnsaljon all on its mvnaltho11qh I must be hiqhly selective on a subconscious level be<'ause 1 rarely t:Pcl it .
'l'tJJnkinq ubout it , the mix of intelligence and a pleasing physical look is my rriqq••r •• ud
tltrH ' ~ r.1 re 1n my world .

rJIII lookinq ionvard
lorq.~t. , or block oul

l

Wh,Jl

dtt o(jd rr<.nn

t.Vt•ll , Wl! neea

1..0

01

to your arrival . I miss being ne<Jr you ,

t.ho u 9 ht ....

Lc1 l k abou t ::1 n umbe r o f work things , s o pl e a se ii nd Li me lo call . Wh•"!r ~

-e you! !

GoLLa yo co a bas keLbal l game . Have a good weekend .
Mis~inq

you very much ,

D.
Sent

t r·om my 13lar;kBerry Wire I es s Handheld (www . !HackBerry . net)

1

I am here!
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DKJ

Sent:

Wednesday, November 19, 2003 6:33AM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject: SV: I am here!

Dear Diana,
Wondertul to hear from you. Thank you so much for the lovely present {I only got the letter this far, but I expect to
pick it up tomorrow). I am both intrigued by the thought of fighting with a sword (I do not recall the right expression
of this thin sword) and by your way of getting to that idea I have never of myself as an elegant fighter more like a
bull, but I know of my very fast reactions, when it is not put through the brain-filter (if it ever get through). Also,
describing it in the context of us getting to our "understanding"- what a wonderful thing and I love thinking of us
using these thin swords and this forth and back idea. Strong minds and wills - what a thrill! You may write
something about it some day!
Well , this seems only to be the beginning, so I will get back to you later this week.
Take care my wondertul friend!
Love,
Poul
---Oprindelig meddelelse----Fra: Schendel, Diana [mailto:dcs6@cdc.gov]
Sendt: 19. november 2003 12:14
Til: Poul Thorsen
Emne: I am here!

llcllo love,
I am awake, but just barely alive because of a headache and general jet lag. I just wanted to say hello, I miss
you.

Kiss and hug,

D.
Sent fi·om my nlackl3cJTY Wireless Handheld (www.BiackBerry.net)

412 1/2009
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Schendel. Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Sent:

Sunday, October 05,2003 1:12PM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Subject:

FW: I am in the office!

Attachments: Maybe_this_has_some_of_it.jpg
Dear Poul,
I am sure I w II be here all afternoon, but should leave by 6:00/24:00 in order to be home for Sunday evening
Tomorrow I will not be able to talk probably- out of the office in the morning for Chris' house closing and
an afternoon meeting .
d~nner.

Yes, I see love in your picture - maybe different loves for different things. And maybe just a picture of the mood of
love. I am sitting at my desk at the office and looking out of the huge window into green tree tops and blue sky
with w1spy white clouds. Hanging in the window is a lovely twisted and gnarled root I found this summer floating
in the river by the cabin at Lake Lure - I brought it back and have hung from it, three blue-green glass balls I
bought in Aarhus the Saturday before I left in June ... The balls are each different but shades of the same and
remind me of the greens and blues of danmark land and sky, changing moods with the changing sunlight. If I
could send you a picture of love, it would be a photograph of this window "sculpture"- capturing many loves.
(..that last morning that we planned to meet you for lunch and I was going to show you my new treasures remember that disappointment and troubles you had?!))
I can't wait to hold you in my arms again,
D.

Dtana Schendel, PhD
C£'r'.-.rs for Disease Control and Preventton
Nattonat Center on Birth Defects
end Dcvclopnwnfal Disabtlittcs
Matt-Stop E-86
1600 Cltfton Road
11/hnh. Gcor7i3

30333
Tete. 404-498-3845
Fox 404-498-3550
cmatl dschcnde 1@cdc.gov

-----Original Message----From: Pout Thorsen [mailto:PT@SOCI.AU.DK]
Sent: Sunday, October OS, 2003 12:45 PM
To: Schendel, Diana
Subject: SV: I am in the office!

Dear Diana,
I hope you still are there and thinking. I will not make 1t to the office until later tonight and early tomorrow morning.
Well, 1 am better in creating pictures and expressing my feelings in pictures - here is what came to my mind.
when I saw your e-mail. Maybe we will talk tonight or tomorrow.

4/21/2009
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Hugs and kisses,
Paul
---Oprindelig meddelelse---Fra: Schendel, Diana [mailto:dcs6@cdc.gov]
Sendt: 5. oktober 2003 16:16
Til : Poul Thorsen
Emne: I am in the office!

Hi there! If you'd like to chat, give me a call.
Some exctting things I wanted to tell you about (perhaps I am too easily thrilled? ©) - I am readtng
a great book on the development of English. and discovered some lovely things about DaneEnglish co-existence © - even lovely quotes from a famous Danish linguist (Jespersen)- and it
reminded me about a Danish author {writing about Jutland life in the 191h century) that I wanted to
try and get in English
Times like this I feel so very much in love - and happy for the experience. Do you understand what
I mean by that?
Hugs. D.
Diana Scllcndcl. PliO
Centers for Dtseaso Control and Prevenllon
Nat1onal Center on Birth Defects
and Developmental Disabiii/Ies
Mail-Slop C-86
1600 Clifton Road
Atlanta. GeorguJ
30333
Tele: 404-498-3845
Fax. 404-498-3550
ema1l. dschendel@cdc gov

4121/2009

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU .DK]
Sunday, April27, 2003 4:30PM
Schendel, Diana
SV: Hot dog!

From:
'ent:
.:>:
$ubject:

I hc~vv bv.:n lryintJ to reach you on your mobil~ phone wL t: lwu :. any .lu c.:k .
1\nyhnw, wh,rlt·Vt·I: C(Hrlrl work for you on <:1 rctre.:.~, uS you .SC:t!m lo hdV•• I 11 .... L••uvi,st
nhl iq,ll iou:; wit.l• yo11r lc~mily .
I

yotr too,

1111:: ••

ilnd

\"~'

rH·<Jd to ··onnect soon! llot doq meor,.; <"l

Wiltlll

:;<Jus,Jqc ,

do••:;n't

11 '.'

1\ 1 nd r • •q.t 1 I!;
I " !I
----- ~)!) 1

iII 1·:: I i <J

Oll•dth•l<,l:;t~-----

1-'r.r : SdH'IIdPl , Oi<Hl·l

lmo~ i I Lo : dC$6@c.:dc . yov)
!.i<.:ndl : 2 ·1 . rtpri.l 2003 16 : /.U
Til: Poul Thor:-sen

Emil" : 1101. uoc!
ilL: I 1(.) I OV<
I

I

I !1..tV,; d po:;:,ibl<:! plun fox <1 get e.wny ! ! ! Slale lodc;es in No r Lh G/\,
tl " m.tyb,• . I cHll :;1, j 1 L I. h ·i nk Lr.q Lhrouyh r.lw possibi l i t i C! S I but rtlrl yht~ ...

l h1 rd:

" r• t

JP

un hom,· \"orkinq i.n Lhf~ CJCJrdcn now , maybe a liltle shopping Jn i E• in i..he attnn.oou il Y•!I J
1 o , ... I I my ce 11 phone .

•til

mr.::;

.:<'r.r

you!!

trom :ny !3"!ackBcrry Wireless iiandheld

(·.-~ww . !Had:l3erry . nct.)

1
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Poul Thorsen [PT@SOCI.AU.DK]

Sent:

Monday, April14, 2003 10:01 PM

To:

Schendel. Diana

Subject: Moon and late

Dear Diana,
I think that I wrote some nonsens- it should have been:
Jnt n l PI\ ~

i

)\

L'

.J Tl

IV Jrti t h D w til love and se c::unl tender" So I dtd'
ng~ G

4/2112009

to DE'r '"1'3rk' Sir

v II my dear'

moon s~

S nd m
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Poul Thorsen [pt@SOCI.AU.DK]

Sent:

Sunday, February 16, 2003 5:34PM

To:

Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDOO)

Subject: SV: wet Sunday afternoon

Dear Diana,
Thank you so very much for the nice letter - !love you and !love to read these small notes and descriptions of life
and weather 1n Atlanta. I just finished the exam-questions for the students and proper answers too. and tomorrow
will be a new teaching day. However, on my trip this late afternoon. there was this glooming reddish light over the
sea and at the same moment a full moon rising - that made me think of you and times with you! Keep the spirit
high - someone is thinking of you and someone is waiting for you .... You know the person very well!!!
Hugs and k1sses across a red sea.
Pout
----Oprindelig meddelelse----Fra: Schendel, Diana [mailto:dcs6@cdc.gov]
Sendt: 16. februar 2003 23 :04
Til: Paul Thorsen
Emne: wet Sunday afternoon
Hello love,
I am just about ready to leave the office for home and wanted to get in touch with you I have been
here this afternoon working on a backlog of promised-work-that+never-got-done related to the
autism centers c-c study. The extra benefit w ill be that all this increased familiarity with autism that I
am slowly acquiring can be applied to our DNBC autism application!
But I don't want to talk about work. It's a real February sunday- tons of rain, low low clouds, bonechilling wet (not freezing, but temp about 3-5 degrees), wisps of fog, blurry lights, fragrance of
wood smoke from chimneys in the air, empty streets. I brought a candle from home and lit it here watching the flame now and then ... .funny thing its relaxing, but also provides a focus for my
thoughts.
Actually, I don't have much to say, but it was worth it to sit here for a bit and think about you. I have
enjoyed these past minutes with you. Hugs can fly, you know, with proper encouragement and
without regard for time or weather. Well, here's one from me .... a bit musty from damp wool and
wood smoke, but with a faint scent of perfume -like a memory.
We need to hold onto those memories over weeks and months, hold tight tight.
I love you,

D.

4/20/2009

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

..,ubject:

Poul Thorsen [pt@SOCI.AU.DK]
Sunday, February 09, 2003 10:24 AM
Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Happy Birthday to you!

Attachments:

Glimpseoffuture.jpg

From:
' cmt:

1:

:;nmpscotruture.jpg
(265 KB)

T .1m 110~ fH•rfect -- - you wi l l ha v ~ to l ive with that . I was ab ou L Lo e-mai l you y~::stvrd.-~y
i.l nd l·onqruLulaLe you- the n my r dertd Jcn s called .
li P b<td jus1 tdkl·n th~ Lrip h ·om Yo ko h ama in Jape:m to b e w i Lh hi n dying taLher· . Thdt; srrould
not hrJVP d i sl r.1c-L~d my t hought o.t- you , but it die! for some time . J ens is staying wi I h us
f<.n th1· momt•nl .
llow .."v<>r , here 1 dnt unshnved , but wi th good :houghLs a nd full of tr·ust and believe . \vi h
ylimp5P oJ the future <1nd wilh hopes for many more of the ver y lovely moments wiLh yotJ , 1
wi~h you a happy bi1thday !
l.ovc~ ,

Pou l

1

!

-~

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:
'ent:
.>:

Poul Thorsen (pt@SOCI.AU .DK]
Thursday, January 02, 2003 9:45AM
Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
SV: Coffee mug flashbacks

~ubject:

Th ..H•k you so much I or· all your nol.es and voice mails .
NF:~-.J

lll\1-'f'Y

YJ-:1\1{ 'l'O YOU! ! !

h•lVl; bcl'n bu!:>y oll Chris tmas and finally on New Years ~~ve we had planned 1:0 J.- 0ldx dlld
in lol l:lomc good time wilh Lhe kids . Well, aL n igh t Andre;~:~ qot: so drunk and had d
m,1'1or CJush lo hi::; head \.hal: we had first pick h.im up driving .i.n D not sobt:!r c'ondit..ion
(Taxis ~-~ere noL iiWUlnblc ) , nnd Lhen to sit by him alJ n.Lght observ i ng him foJ nor h.JVi ll CJ
any crush Lo the brc~in (you m.Lqh l have a specific expression t h at l do nol remE.•rnbcr) .
rl''wevt>r, luckily he is OK , but w i Lh major brushes especjally in the face.
Wl

m~ttle

I <•m soJ r y L h<JL I did get. a c h ance Lo qreet you tolJ owi nq week .

however ,

T wi] l

c.;ot<..:h up wlt.h you t hi:->

Now T <1m ·just tryi ng to fini.sh up for my trip Atlanta .

LOVE , 11\IGS and see you very soon!
Poul

-----orn ndel ig meddelelse----Schendel , Di ana [mai l t o : dcs6@cdc . gov ]
'ndt_ : 31 . december 2002 03 : 55
, l : Poul Thorsen
Rmne : Cof[ee mug flashbac ks
~ra :

lle1Jo love ,
You have been al Lhe front of my thoughts all Lhe long day , but ever1 so you burst like a
rocket thro11gh my mind when I une xpectedly saw your coffee mug ln my kll.chcn cabinet thi:;
evening .

one of the dark blue ones f rom the s ummer house . Thad taken i t with me , filled with stroq
coffee , when I left the house for my drive co Billund a few weeks ago. I debated whelher I
should takt! t:he liberly o f Lak i.n g the mug without asking , but l really needed the cuifejno
L0 ku,'p me alert on the drLve . J wns very tired and sleepy and all - night din<:rs st·rvinCJ
cof ler to drowsy drivers don ' t seem Lobe parl of Lhe highway scene in Denm~rk . ln Lh0
~nd , T d0.cj dt"'d you wouldn ' t mind .
Whilt a blost to my imagi r1aL ion and memory . Scene after $Cc nc,
in ttH' sumrnurhouse flying Lhrouqh my mind in an instant .
Tr dn~porL~::d .

of me , of you , of us both ,

Ry a small blue c up .

Tncrediblr too . l felt better afler Lhe moment passed . Better t han 1 had felt all

d~y .

Cun you t<!nl the iint(;!n::;ity of my Ceelings for you? Am 1 a fool? Arc we both looh>?
1 wi!:ih r cou I d return the cup t his in:;tanl , and la] k w i Lh you . Talk and t <-llk . !-'1 I 1
0tnplincss wilh chAt. .
·~ve

dnd hugs ,

filled Lo t he top by a small blue cup ,

D.

•~nt from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld (www . BlackBerry . net)

1
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From :
'ent:

Poul Thorsen [pt@SOCI.AU .DK)
Thursday, January 02, 2003 11 :02 AM
Schendel, Diana (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
SV: Coffee mug flashbacks

):

~ubject:

(h·.ar

l>it~r•o~ ,

so :>m ry lor hdVl nq hurl you - chal has uot been by i nlent: ion <11 uny c im·~ ilnd ycoll oi l "
- I ~:lOuld have left you a note or culled . I will make: it up Lo you , \.,oht'!n T co:m'! 1
pr un1i, •·!
I

<11!1

riqhl

Hlla ,

1

1l II ,

lOIII - wh.Jt•:V•Jr· iii. your world!

'i'ho• N/\1\H pi <>f

OScl]

is 91!1 I i !ll.J

tht:rc~

and yOll '..Wl 11

9L~l

il

<.:opy t<JIIIOI l 'OW!

I will aa.~v,• .1 r'•!rtldl <'oi l , :>o I do not nccel t.o hi" pi<..:kcd up , but l :nrrc : ly would h· h.-.p>y ro
I .t ~:· • you r •H " ride· I rom t hu c.d .rp0 rt Lu CLdrnpJ et" or t o The ~:o r Ill' r. be~ kf·r y I or 1 c rp nl
• ·o I I •'• • !

Look i nq
hr iraq i:

101 Wdl:d
.-~ 11

a:

to see i nq you and also r hav~ c1 lot g.-.asse:.; for you!
once , or how many do you ne!.!u now!

Du

Y<>U

\o:.tnl

nl"'

1o

-----Opl' i ll<k l j <J JOC"dd•: J 1?. I SL"----'·'rcl : ~>ch· ·ndPt , Diani1 lmai lto:dc s6(~ cdc . gov ]
•ndl : ? . ;._mn'"':: 2003 Hi :~ ·/
• I : !.'onl l'b<' rsf'll
r:u.u..: : ht..: : ~;v : Cor tt~e muq 1 I <:lShbacks

Hi Pou l ,
1 am vory sorry t.o hr>,lr or 7\ndreas ' a ccident and :.r.jury . II musl hi.!V•: been an ..,•,-Jtul
r.x f••'r j,·r..-.~ or.r you and T.isbeL , bu t a relief to have no laslinq l1<.1rm . Well , 1 suppo~H! laP
n r U l J.e••l:: 1 ~c1.t.y bad - b el ween Lhe hanqover /\ND crdsh ! Poor ki d.
Whott 1\IU-: your pl<HlB Jo t yotH' Lrip her·e? Tf you ar0 st i l l p l an nlng ~·w rnt• t.irnr> lor tit" IWO ol'
us , I lll't'cl 1 o mc~kl: drrMilCJC'!TIC'nt s too . \rJhi11 .1boul Monday?

T ,1111 ,lf::o :><.Hty you ditin ' t:
.;imp It• llf•ll<>.

~:end

or word , anylLmc . It: t\'rllly t.m·U;. Ju:-;L <•

cHry grPetlng ,

1 clln work iny at home t:oddy and tomorrow because Mom is away dlld kid~ s t i l l out
l!: t lav ~IAAR. f'toposal in qooci sh1pe'?

1 .t:n

au.-:io..,us to

:HH!

you 1.on , hurl. and anLicipaLion <Ill mixed t osJuth•·t .

II .
~ ; ··nt

!rom rny ULH·kU••xry Wlrc l <'lSS Hundheld

(www . Hl<.~ckR<:!rry .n ot )

1
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Exhibit 37
Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/ONDIEH/NCBDDD) (CTR)
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wojcik/ Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Tuesday/ July 14/ 2009 2:44 PM
Wojcik/ Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
FW: Select Emails - Requested Info
[U ntitled] .pdf

Categories:

Green Category

To:

-----Original Message----From: Wojcik, Joa nne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Sent: Tuesday/ April21 1 2009 5:27PM
To: Carlton/ Darlene (CDC/OCOO/OD)
Cc: Ghosh/ Sudevi (CDC/OCOO/OD); Yeargin-Allsopp, Marshalyn (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Wojcik/ Joanne
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Kipreos, Victoria (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Subject: Select Emails- Requested Info

Good Afternoon: This is a followup to this afternoon's discussion. I have provided as a PDF a select group of emails from
Diana Schendel's email box. This info was previously requested as a part of a larger ITSO email box review related to a
Denmark cooperative agreement.
ITSO provided me a DVD with a 'snapshot' of Dr. Schendel's email box. When I did a word search on 'love' I was able to
retrieve approx 330 emails. Attached is a smaller grouping of emails related to this afternoon's discussion.
Darlene- if you'd have time available and would like to come by tomorrow I can show you additional documentation
related to your questions.
tx much
jw
Joanne Wojcik
Public Health Analyst
Developmental Disabilities Branch
CDC, National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities Physical Address/Private Courier:
1825 Century Boulevard, Atlanta/ GA 30345 USPS Mail to: 1600 Clifton Road, M/S E-86, Atlanta, GA 30333
Phone: (404) 498-3848 Fax: (404) 498-3550
Email: jcw6@cdc.gov
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/ONDIEH/NCBDDD) (CTR)
From:
Sent:

Subject:
Attachments:

Wojcik/ Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Tuesday/ July 14/ 2009 3:47 PM
Boyle/ Coleen (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Kipreos/ Victoria (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Yeargin-Allsopp/ Marshalyn
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Ghosh/ Sudevi (CDC/OCOO/OD); Wojcik, Joanne
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Horne, Tom (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
FW: Select Emails - Requested Info
[Untitled].pdf

Categories:

Green Category

To:
Cc:

Coleen - This is a followup concerning our discussion this morning concerning further documenting the email review.
Attached is a representative email selection (previously forwarded under the 4/21 email below). These em ails were
retrieved using the key word 'love' . I have also searched under other key words such asP Thorsen, Emory, but have not
identified any add' I info at this time.
You also asked that I provide add 'l info re any potential gifts. Included in this email grouping are below discussions
concerning potential gifts.
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF

Page 13,
Page 22,
Page 24,
Page 27,

11/12/2006, gift of 2 Rosendahl wine carafes from P Thorsen to D Schendel.
2/1/04, gift of earrings from P Thorsen to D Schendel.
11/19/03, gift of sword?? from D Schendel to P Thorsen .
4/27/03, discussion of retreat in the North GA Mountain (D Schendel & P Thorsen).

As you requested I have also asked for another snapshot of Diana's email account. Vickie Kipreos submitted this request
to ITSO. It should arrive in a few days.
tx much
jw
Joanne Wojcik
Public Health Analyst
Developmental Disabilities Branch
CDC, National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabil ities Physical Address/Private Courier:
1825 Century Boulevard, Atlanta, GA 30345 USPS Mail to: 1600 Clifton Road, M/S E-86, Atlanta, GA 30333
Phone: (404) 498-3848 Fax: (404) 498-3550
Email: jcw6@cdc.gov

-----Original Message----From : Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2009 5:27 PM
To : Carlton, Darlene (CDC/OCOO/OD)
Cc: Ghosh, Sudevi (CDC/OCOO/OD); Yeargin-Allsopp, Marshalyn (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Wojcik, Joanne
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Kipreos, Victoria (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
1

Subject: Select Emails- Requested Info

Good Afternoon: This is a followup to this afternoon 's discussion. I have provided as a PDF a select group of emails from
Diana Schendel's email box. This info was previously requested as a part of a larger ITSO email box review related to a
Denmark cooperative agreement.
ITSO provided me a DVD with a 'snapshot' of Dr. Schendel's email box. When I did a word search on 'love' I was able to
retrieve approx 330 emails. Attached is a smaller grouping of emails related to this afternoon's discussion.
Darlene- if you'd have time available and would like to come by tomorrow I can show you additional documentation
related to your questions.
tx much
jw
Joanne Wojcik
Public Health Analyst
Developmental Disabilities Branch
CDC, National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities Physical Address/Private Courier:
1825 Century Boulevard, Atlanta, GA 30345 USPS Mail to: 1600 Clifton Road, M/S E-86, Atlanta, GA 30333
Phone: (404) 498-3848 Fax: (404) 498-3550
Email: jcw6@cdc.gov
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Exhibit 38
Public Health Service
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC)

Memorandum
Date

June 8-12, 2009

From

CDC, NCBDDD, Division of Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities Staff

Subject

Site Visit, June 8-12, 2009, Danish Agency for Science, Technology, and Innovation,
and Aarhus University, 5 U1 0 DD000230-03

To

File
BACKGROUND: This grantee is completing Year 03 of a 05 Year Project Period.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this site visit was to meet with the grantee Principal
Investigator, Senior Scientists, and the rest of the team to receive an update on the status
of the project activities and project personnel structure in wake of recent personnel
changes. To also review the current status of the scientific progress on the cooperative
agreement activities.
ATTENDEES:

Coleen Boyle, PhD., Director, DBDDD
Clark Denny, PhD., Epidemiologist, PRB
Joanne Wojcik, B.A., Deputy, DDB
Aarhus, Denmark Site Visit Location:

Jacob Grove, Ph .D., Biostatistician, Aarhus University
Dorte Hvidtj0rn, Ph.D. Candidate, Aarhus University
Clause Svaerke, Ph.D, Statistician, Aarhus University
Hanne-Lise Eriksen, Ph.D. Candidate, Psychologist, Aarhus University
John Villadsen , Research Assistant, Skejby Hospital
S0ren Mogensen, M.D., Dean, Health Sciences, Aarhus University
S0ren Kjaergaard, Ph.D., Head, School of Public Health, Aarhus University
Dorthe Hejl, Accountant, Aarhus University
Annette Bachman, Head of the Secretariat, Aarhus University
Ulrik Kesmodel, M.D. , Ob/Gyn, Aarhus University
Ashild Skogerb0, Ph.D., Student, Copenhagen University
Tina R. Kilburn, MSc, PhD, Aarhus University
Lars Jorgen 0stergaard, MD, PhD, DMSc, Aarhus University Skejby Hospital
lnge V. Arbs, Project Coordinator, Aarhus University, Skejby Hospital
J0rgen J0rgensen, Director, Aarhus University

Page 2- DASTI and Aarhus University Site Visit Report

Lars Ove Jensen, Police Assistant
Peter Andersen, Vice Police Commissioner
Anne Christiansen, Administration , DASTI
Moller Madsen, Chief Lawyer, Aarhus University

Copenhagen, Denmark Site Visit Location:
David M. Hougaard, M.D. , D.Sc.(Med) Consultant, Statens Serum Institute
Anne Christiansen, Head of Secretariat, Danish Agency for Science, Technology and
Innovation (DASTI)
lnge Maerkedahl, Director, DASTI
Soren Munk Skydsgaard, Head of Administration , DASTI
Charlotte Elverdam, General Counsel, DASTI
Katja Gunnertoft Bojsen, Head of Section, DASTI
Erik Lykke Mortensen, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Copenhagen University

In Briefing: Coleen Boyle and Joanne Wojcik met with key Aarhus University staff, S0ren
Mogensen, Dean, Health Sciences, and S0ren Kjaergaard, the Head of the School of
Public Health.
S0ren Kjaergaard , the designated new Principal Investigator once the award is relinquished
from DASTI and transferred to Aarhus University will be involved in future meetings with
project staff. Coleen Boyle is also taking over as the CDC lead for this project. In
collaboration with CDC and Aarhus University the project will be reviewed and adjustments
will be made to ensure key project activities continue to move forward. Diana Schendel
may continue with Autism/CP activities and Sonja Rasmussen will continue to be the lead
for Down Syndrome activities.
The ongoing external audit of grant funds was discussed. There is also an ongoing
investigation verifying bills and checks processed as a part of this award- to ensure funds
were not inadverently directed to inappropriate accounts.
A review is also taking place concerning two invoices that were submitted by Emory
requesting grant funding to support activities in Atlanta. These invoices were denied by
Aarhus University. It was noted that Paul Thorsen was provided a full salary by Aarhus
University up until March 2009.
A review of the funding breakout as well as the deobligation of Spina Bifida dollars were
discussed. The change of institution will transfer $1,100,000 from DASTI to Aarhus
University.
S0ren Kjaergaard will work with program staff to ensure appropriate breakout and take into
the account the restrictions placed on the initial year 03 award. He will also be looking into
identifying a person with a scientific background to assist him with oversight of the
activities. This would then allow him to be listed on the award for a minimum amount - 5 to
10% effort (salary).
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Grant Application Change of Institution I Budget Discussions: Coleen Boyle and
Joanne Wojcik met with S0ren Kjaergaard, Dorthe Hejl, and Annette Bachman.
CDC can expect the revised change of institution application by the end of June 2009. It
will show an effective date of February 1, 2009. Dorthe mentioned that Aarhus University
already has an institution DUNS number. Budgets will be broken out into subcontracts.
The University will include indirect costs- U takes 4% (show as other costs) . The
University will also provide a breakout of costs (by spreadsheet) showing allocations by
"project'. The University was reminded to ensure appropriate documents are submitted re
the Banking (Bank will be required to sign document- then you forward completed form
back to PGO). Dorthe will discuss with Randolph appropriate bank for transactions.
Joanne believes Aarhus will need to ensure the bank has a U.S. Branch.
S0ren Kjaergaard mentioned that he will be bringing the NANEA offices back to the
University - versus offsite. This way the program staff will be closer to the institute to allow
them to be more integrated into the Institute activities. S0ren has received a potential
promise for space in the white building next to the offices. The current NANEA offices are
leased.

Lifestyle Project Update: Coleen Boyle, Clark Denny, and Joanne Wojcik met with
Lifestyle Project staff for a day long update of activities. Staff presenting included- Jacob
Grove, Dorte Hvidtj0rn, Clause Svaerke, Hanne-Lise Eriksen, Tina Kilburn, Ashild
Skogerb0, and Ulrik Kesmodel.
Summary: Ulrik provided an overview. Psychologists attempt to meet monthly
(sometimes longer in the summer time). Every 6 months they meet w/a larger group- to
discuss larger issues and anything needing to be changed to keep moving forward.
Experts meeting in 2002 and 2003. Ulrik doesn't believe it's necessary to go back to this
experts meeting. Psychologists meet every six months for inter rater reliability. Varied
number of psychologists (up to 11 ); varied numbers of evals completed per psychologists.
Their paper will be accepted shortly from the Journal. Journal requested add' I table to be
completed. Ulrik will send Coleen Boyle and Soren K. an updated copy of the draft
publication later this week.
Physiotherapists did motor tests of the first half of the children (until they ran out of money).
Also did inter-rater 6 month meetings. Did have 30 physiotherapists completing the tests.
In 2005 did an additional diet sample. How will the additional sample be taken into
account? Jacob G will need to be sure to take into account- there is a way. In 2007 first
PhD's completed. In 2008 - completed final test. Last child was tested in June 2008.
They have spent this past year cleaning the data- almost completely cleaned. Being
delayed right now because the final data analysis plan has not been agreed upon.

Alcohol & IQ- Hanne-Lise Erikson updated on her project. By 7/31, 8/31, 9/30 2009 three
Phd articles original deadlines- will probably be delayed 2-3 months. April 30 201 0 will be
handing in her Phd thesis. Her project was brought up last fall no CDC interest in her
projects. Coleen will ensure there is CDC identified collaboration.
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Alcohol & behavior (AS)- Ashild Skogerb0, Copenhagen University is now working on
her data analysis. She is looking at high-ish exposure of alcohol to very low alcohol.
Coleen would like to have some comparability between Hanne-Lise and Ashild's analyses.
All of the categories are fixed. SDQ test has been thoroughly analyzed with foreign
properties. Proposed timeline Nov 2008- Oct 2011 (due to maternity leave). She will be
starting the data analysis after this week. Working on final data cleaning. She is preparing
4 papers then thesis will be March 2010 through July 3, 2010. Her plans are to have out
the first 2 articles by November 2009. Data collection completed June 24, 2008. 1784
mother-child dyads. July 2008-July 2009 data cleaning completed. Jorn Olson is looking
into following up the children. No collaboration from CDC with this part of Ashild's project.
Prevention Branch would like to see an overall paper to look at all of the
neurodevelopmental functioning.
Data cleaning process - Hanne-Lise Erikson. Identification of Errors - correction of
errors. Info placed into a hard copy. Keyers input data into the computer. A couple of
students and John input the data into the database. Data was not double keyed because
error rate was very small. Occasionally double keyed and still kept a very low error rate.

Coleen was provided a hard copy of the lifestyle questionnaires and the "overview of
cleaned variables'. Hard copies of the files kept in the NANEA basement and the Aarhus
University. Coleen provided a hard copy of the "overview of cleaned variables". Also
provided an analysis file. The analytic data would also have the individual cleaned items.
Any other variables would need to be cleaned before analyzed. DNBC data are already
expected to be cleaned.
In response to Coleen's questions NANEA believes that it is possible for sections that are
cleaned that it is possible to get secondary data sets for folks to complete some analyses?
All of the major outcome sand major covariants are included in the initial 'overview of
cleaned variables' document.
Two sections have not yet been scored. Not scored or cleaned. Jackie Bertand requested
this test be included. Coleen would like to know the name of this test. Dysmorphology not
yet touched or scored. Have photos of both mothers and child.
List of covariates -Jacob Grove: They still need to get some variables from the DNBC.
Publication plan- Ulrik Kesmodel: Provided planned papers slide to group. Long term
plan - previously formalized and agreed upon by all. Mette will finish her papers even
though she has a new position elsewhere. Nanna's papers would be finishing 201 0 for
motor function. Decided do not have the funding for her to complete her papers and get
her Ph.D. She doesn't want to get her own funding. Final decision- not going to secure her
funding- she will not receive a Ph.D. In order to get Nanna's papers written #14 is not a
key interest. #15 and #16 will be written by the end of this year or early next year. Ulrik
Kesmodel personally will be writing the above two papers. Lene's papers re diet. She left
the project at the end of May. To be discussed this afternoon. Coleen has someone at
CDC who could work through the diet paper- she is very interested. Ashild - #18 and #19
papers have been deleted.

Coleen has requested Ulrik provide an updated papers listing. Discussed overall papers.
#24 is the overall paper. Poul Thorsen I Ulrik Kesmodel will be coordinating. The Ph.D.
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students need to write their papers first then write the final paper. July 31, 2010 may be
pushed back even later. Would be ready for submission on that date- July 31, 2010.
#25 is a literature review that has nothing to do with the project. Coleen will verify that
CDC has completed the literature reviews. Did Molly C complete the literature review?
CDC will reestablish regular phone calls with Aarhus University scientists. Calls will include
CDC, Denmark, and Bradley Skarpness. Soren K and Coleen B will also participate on a
few of the initial calls.
#24- Working title: Alcohol in preg and neorphy outcomes ...... Hopefully can begin
analysis on the projects.

Analysis plan- Jacob Grove- The analysis plan does not include motor function because
the data is only on 750 children. Coleen may want to look at motor function on just that
component. Bradley Sharpness/Battele (on a volunteer basis) is working low to moderate
alcohol exposure analysis plan. Stage I is the analysis of individual outcomes. Stage II is
the mixed-model analysis of variance. There will be multiple dependent variables.
Concern that they may not be able to get the Battelle algorithms; Coleen believes it has
been solved. Battelle will provide NANEA the software and will help Jacob Grove w/the
analysis. STATA is used by NANEA. The Battelle software is standalone software. To
look at the data folks would need to come to Denmark. DNBC would ultimately own the
data. Analytic database may be able to be analyzed; Coleen suggests we explore further
w/Denmark.
Steering committee- Ulrik Kesmodel: Committee to help with decisions where there may
be conflicts. Ulrik Kesmodel, ErikMortensen, and Paul Thorsen. Suggest that CDC also
be included. At this point add Coleen Boyle to the committee representation.
Future projects, including diet?- Ulrik Kesmodel: Technically the diet belongs to the
national birth cohort. Will be planning a meeting around June 241h to discuss how to move
the diet part forward. Will discuss various papers that can be written. Professor- Sjurdur
Olsen (SF Olsen- for publications). Ulrik will get with CDC after that meeting to provide an
update and come up with a strategy. Dietary data that was collected- it still needs to be
cleaned - Sjurdur and his collaborators have cleaned most of it. Ulrik needs to finalize an
agreement with Sjurdur.
Notice of Award for Year 03- The psychologists will not clean the movement ABC.
Comment -two psychologists are cleaning the data- many more than three variables.
August 31 -is the date for the cleaned data set. Jan 151 - complete analysis for large
overall paper. Analysis part will be delayed three months. Coleen will send Ulrik a paper
as an example comparable type published in the New England Journal of Medicine. Binge
and moderate drinking may be published together or separately.
Question- has CDC thought of a way to keep the students involved in the future with the
data analysis. CDC open to any ideas? Coleen open to any suggestions.
Prevention Research Branch's goal is to get paper 24 out as soon as possible.
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Autism/Cerebral Palsy (CP) Medical Records Abstration Update: Coleen Boyle and
Joanne Wojcik met with Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby. Lars Jorgen 0stergaard and
lnge V. Arbs provided an update concerning their activities. Currently they are abstracting
data on CP children. All of the abstractors are 41h medical students. Twelve students were
trained last year- they will train an additional group of new students this year. The Medical
students take a 2 day introductory course they then score high enough on test histories
then they have a license to work in "Q Docs". They learn about histories, medical, records,
etc. Their server is located at Skejby. They bought 12 laptops that transmit through a
secure data network to the server at Skejby.

There is no hospital review board. There is an ethics committee- not institutional review
board. Poul Thorson received all human subjects approval for this project.
They started the real abstraction last summer 2008 for CP. The students are paid by the
review and they are paid for their travel. For offices far off they are paying for records to be
delivered to the Skejby offices. They are completing the entire Denmark with this CP study.
Their goal is to have 21 students. For healthy mother and child they receive 175,00 kr if a
case they receive 250,00 kr per file . Medical students work an average of 6 hours a week.
Get approx 1 V2 - 2 years of work out of the students.
They also have a student to upgrade the server. John Villadsen- helps with the technical
activities. Goes into the CPR register to complete activities. Has computer and data
management skills. Started here at Skejby full time late summer. Also worked with the
lifestyle project on the abstraction- reviewing the data and helping with the cleaning.
John is in Skejby Mon and Tues and the rest of the week at PM17.
Quality control process- no re-review of records. They are hoping that Poul Thorson can
come back to OK this summer to complete the re-review. There are no range edits or logic
edits have been setup for the files. There will be quality control at some point. Last year
took 15 records- and compared. Will complete again this year. Coleen suggested that
Claus Svaerke may be able to assist with some of the logic edits (one of the programs he's
on is winding down right now).
TO BE COMPLETED
25 maybe add'l
35 cases that they know w/CP in the western part of the country.
60 still need to abstract
COMPLETED
East 44
West 70
Cases 114
1122 finished
453 yet to be completed
1575 total CP
Unsure if they can use the CP controls for the autism abstraction. Not yet started the
autism abstraction. Lars mentioned that all data will be provided to Soren K.
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They also helped with the twins study - Dorthe needed information - needed the full data
for her study. Info has not been electronically entered - kept in boxes. Dorthe still needs
to pick up the data.
Lars -thinks an epidemiologist may be more beneficial for an 'on-site leadership'. Coleen
thinks there may be someone who's graduating affiliated w/NANEA. Lars also mentioned
there is also a very strong epi department at the hospital (dept headed by Henrik
Scorensen)- department of clinical epidemiology.
According to the timeline they are to complete the CP cases and the autism cases are in
the talking stages. Lars will send Coleen an electronic copy of the entire program - CP
and Autism. According to the timeline it appears the controls are for both CP and Autism
cases. Unsure at this point what are the Autism cases.
Coleen Boyle 1 on 1 's with Claus Svaerke and Jacob Grove took place.
Grants Documentation Discussion: Coleen Boyle and Joanne Wojcik met with key
Aarhus University, DASTI, and local enforcement officers to discuss grants documentation.
Staff included: Dean S0ren Mogensen, S0ren Kjaergaard, J0rgen J0rgensen, Lars Ove
Jensen, Peter Andersen, Anne Christiansen, and Meller Madsen.

S0ren Kjaergaard provided an update re Emory documentation. S0ren Mogensen
provided an overview of the three pieces of corresondence from CDC/PGO in question.
Anne Christiansen received the first document in June /July 2008. She did a thorough
accounting last year. Third letter- original on USA sized paper. Police will need to
examine original documents /can't make statement viewing copies. Potential caseforgery- fraud - and/or embezzlement (if funds were redirected/would be misuse of trusted
position at this point).
At this point the crimes regarding the three documents appears to have been committed in
Demmark. The police are just starting their started investigation - need to investigate
DASTI, AU, Odense H. CDC documents may be needed- police will go through DASTI. If
police investigate in the United States DASTI will also assist. Denmark police may send
someone over to talk with Poul Thorsen.
DASTI is working on getting full report from Odense U Hospital; to get the information from
Odense by Monday.
#3- DASTI original (as close)
#1 I #2- No original (copies)
Lifestyle Project Update- Coleen Boyle and Clark Denny met one on one with students
working on the Lifestyle Project.
Change of Institution Discussion - Joanne Wojcik met with Dorthe Hejl to review the
change of institution documentation. Joanne showed Dorthe where to download needed
forms. Also discussed was the need to establish separate contracts and show contract
detail in the change of institution package.
Wrapup Meeting at Aarhus University: Coleen Boyle and Joanne Wojcik met with Dean
S0ren Mogensen and S0ren Kjaergaard.
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Coleen and S0ren M will continue to discuss needs of the projects and how to best move
the projects forward towards completion.
Laboratory Analysis: Coleen Boyle and Joanne Wojcik visited the Statens Serum
Institute to meet with David M. Hougaard.

David had provided a biomarker development update to CB prior to meeting. Christine
(biologist) just finished her Ph.D. 6 months ago. They also hired a new biologist- Nanna
Larson- will put a new markers panel for autism . Will be an inflamatory panel.
One half of panel done on dried blood spots. Currently have 20 markers of the autism
panel. When the markers get mixed it take a longtime.
Hopes to have this panel in place in one year from now.
Got all of the money for last year in Januar 2 09. Budget was for 1.2M OK- received last
ortion of his salary. AU provided SSI their
year. (approx $250,000) David appro (b)(6 )
money every few months- sent bills to Soren K directly.
The panel takes approx 3 years- more than% way through.
Nanna Larson had to be moved because of a lack of dollars. This is Nanna's doctoral
dissertion work.
Has 900 autism samples from the biobank- Diana has the info and is writing a paper.
Fy 2009 from PT
Cost for next year
DH
20,000
Lab
60,000
Post Doc 80,000
Something 50,000
Total

210,000

Needs for FY 201 0
Run the samples an add'l $20,000- will take one month to complete.
Coleen will identify scientific support to assist. David mentioned that he works with Bob
Vogt at NCEH Coleen will talk w/ Bob Vogt re lab perspective.
David also mentioned they had run 600 CP cases- not written up. Poul Thorsen should be
the first author; Poul has the data. Do not believe David H has the data. Coleen
mentioned that she was aware of this paper since it is on Diana Schendel's to do list of
publications. Need to expedite completion.
DASTI/Business Management/Administration: Coleen Boyle and Joanne Wojcik visited
the DASTI Offices to meet with Anne Christiansen, lnge Maerkedahl, Soren Munk
Skydsgaard, Charlotte Elverdam, and Katja Gunnertoft Bojsen.
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DASTI requested an outside audit from Odense records. To provide by 6/15. DASTI will
have a follow-up meeting by 6/23. At this point it appears Odense is having a deficit alsonow approx $2-3M loss.
Pending Admin Actions
Old
FSRs not accurate -working on them
Getting Odense figures
Working on closeout documentation
New
Since June 2007
Working on accounting
Annual reports
Annec~l
<b_l<6_l______________________~

Odense external auditor- Deloitt
Au rhus U external auditor- Price Waterhouse
Coleen will check with Aarhus University regarding who owns the data, is there an access
problem. Anne C believe Aarhus University is also looking into this. AC will check back the
end of June re reports.

Lifestyle Supervisor Meeting, Copenhagen University: Coleen Boyle and Joanne
Wojcik met Erik Lykke Mortensen. Coleen reiterated that Paper 24 is the main paper.
Ashlid on leave approx 1 year- Erik is meeting w/Ashlid on Monday to discuss gameplan.
He will talk w/Ashlid to not change the order of her papers- need main into tor large paper.
Mette and Tina have draft papers. Erik M believes the big paper should be included as
soon as possible. Erik M phone conferences- beginning again -good process. Last
Year's ATL meeting was very good. May be time to come to ATL to discuss

Coleen needs to finalize the plan now. Email may be a good way to finalize the plan and ID
any outstanding issues. Sep 2009 - Meeting in DK together to discuss preliminary
analyses. May be that Clark Denny and Jackie may participate in the DK meeting.
Coleen will structure the call
Data plan discussion
Discussion on the analyses
1 or 2 per call

10
Exec Function
Behavior
Processing

All should use the same analysis plan, same covariants
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Webinar during calls -may be helpful. Need someone ID'd from CDC to ensure calls and
tasks are tracked I noted.
FY 2009 budget
Erik's salary (small portion) plus travel for himself.
Ashlid's salary is covered by a grant. AU pays Ash lid's travel expenses directly to her.
Ashlid was an AU employee.
Actions Items:

CDC
Joanne to verify human subjects IRB(s) provided by grantee.
Joanne/Coleen to verify CDC IRB for project is one approval or each project approved
separately?
Coleen to ensure there is CDC identified collaboration for the Alcohol & IQ (Hanne-Lise's)
Project.
Coleen to get name of test requested by Jackie Bertrand.
Coleen to verify if Molly/CDC has completed the literature reviews (#25).
Joanne to check into the requirement for a public use data set requirement for international
grants.
Coleen to send Ulrik a paper as an example comparable type published in the New
England Journal of Medicine.
Coleen to identify epi/scientific support for Laboratory activities
Coleen check with Bob Vogt to see if he's interested in collaborating w/laboratory folks.
CDC/Lifestyle Project- Initiate ongoing calls with Denmark scientists.
CDC/Lifestyle Project- Initiate emails to finalize data analysis/publication plan
Aarhus University

By the end of June 2009 provide change of institution paperwork to CDC/ PGO.
Ulrik to provide CDC an updated papers listing.
Ulrik to get paper #24 out as soon as possible.
Identify an epidemiologist to assist with the 'onsite leadership' needed for the CP/Autism
abstraction activities.
Identify the number of autism cases there are - and what is the status of this portion of the
abstraction. Are they using the same controls? Appear to be based on the timeline.
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Identify author to initiate writing of the CP cases laboratory analysis. Poul Thorsen has had
the data for 3 years?
Identify timing for Fall 2009 collaboration meeting.
DASTI
Old Pending Admin Actions
FSRs not accurate -working on them
Getting Odense figures
Working on closeout documentation
New Pending Admin Actions
Since June 2007
Working on accounting
Annual reports
Provide CDC update re audit results; including providing an English copy of audits from
Aarhus University and Odense Hospital to CDC/PGO.
Recommendations:
Change of Institution:
Complete Change of Institution paperwork
Provide needed reports, FSRs, and audit reports

Lifestyle Project:
Finalize analysis/publications plan
Re-lnitiate ongoing phone call discussions re analysis and papers
Finalize dates for Fall 2009 collaboration meeting

Down Syndrome Project:
ID add'l epi assistance

CP/Autism Abstraction Project:
Complete CP activities and use remaining dollars to ensure appropriate QC of data. At this
point do not initiate Autism abstraction activities.
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Laboratory Analysis Project:
Identify epi support for analysis
Identify lab collaboration from CDC
Identify lead author for CP paper
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Exhibit 39
NANEA-NCBDDD UFESTYLE PROJECT MEETING
June 9, 2009

School of Public Health
Department of Epidemiology
• University of Aarhus

Aarhus 31 May 2009

Agenda

9:00·9:15

Presentation

9:15-9:45

Summary of the project 2003-2009 (UK)

9:45-12:00

.status of the Lifestyle project
o Examples of current project- al.c ohol & IQ (HLFE)
o Examples of current project - alcohol & behavior (AS)
a Data cleaning process (HLFE)
o List of covarlates (UK)
o Publication plan (UK)

12:00·12.:30

Lunch

12:30-14:30

Status of the Lifestyle project- continued
o Analy5is plan (JG)
o Steering committee (UK}

14:30-15:00

Future projects, Including diet?

Ulrik Schialer Kesmodel

Brief MINUTES from the NANEAwNCBDDD LIFESTYLE PROJECT MEETING
June 9, 2009

Participants: Coleen Boyle, Clark Denny, Hanne-Lise F Eriksen, Jakob Grove, Ulrik Schi0ler
Kesmodel, Tina R Kilburn 1 S~ren Kjcergaard (until lunchtime), Ashild SkogerbQJ (from 10 a.m.),
Joanne Wojcik
1.
Summary of the project 2003-2009
Ulrlk made a short historic overview of the Lifestyle project, beginning in 2001.
2.
st-.tus of the Lifestyle project
Hanne-Lise and .8.shild described their projects on respectively alcohol intake, smoking and IQ
(HLFE) and alcohol Intake and executive functions and behavior (.8.5).

Hanne-Lise subsequently described the data cleaning process in details: Which type of errors were
considered, how potential errors were identified in the dataset, how the typed, potential errors were
compared with the original scare sheets and questionnaires, and how actual errors were corrected.
It was further described how the entire process was meticulously documented, and why this had
been a long process. A list of all variables cleaned was· handed out. The Jist of variables cleaned
included relevant exposure data, outcome data needed for the papers listed in list of "Papers
planned for publication in the Lifestyle project per June 15, 2008" and covariates considered
relevant for the analyses. It is expected that the cleaning process will be finished and all necessary
corrections made in the dataset by the end of June.
The list of potential confounders and intermediate variables included in ·the current draft analysis
plan was discussed. All variables have been cleaned, but a family/home environment index and a
child health index has not yet been agreed upon. Hanne-Lise and Erik are in charge of developing
the fami ly/home environment index. They have made a suggestion, which needs to be accepted by
the rest of the group. Ulrik and Poul are in charge of developing the child health !ndex- this wotk Is
in progress.
It was considered irrelevant to include hashish/marijuana use during pregnancy in the analyses.

Ulrik showed and explained the Publication plan from June 15 2008, which is also an appendix in the
draft an<Jiysis plan. Paper 1 was received from the Scandinavian Journal of Public Health a few days
before this meeting. A revised version will be submitted within a week. Because of a delay in
finishing the analysis plan (see below), the subsequent initial papers expected to have been
submitted earlier this year, have been delayed. It is expected th1:1t these papers wilf be written and
submitted in the summer and autumn of this year. Papers planned to be completed in 2010 are
expected to follow the original timeline. A few changes will be m1:1de in the list: Nanna is no longer
part of the project group. The papers on alcohol and M-ABC will be written by Ulrlk and Poui. The
paper on psychometric properties of the M-ABC will not be written at this time. Because of maternity
leave from the end of October, Ashild will need to change the timeline for her papers. The two
papers on alcohol and executive function and oehavlor will have priority. With respect to Lene's
papers, see below. Otherwise the timeline and authorships remain unchanged.
Jakob described the draft analysis plan. It was decided to continue the conference calls In order to
finish the analysis plan as quickly as possible. We need to pay particular attention to the
categorization of alcohol intake (which should follow the sample design) and the list of covariates.
Clarke will arrange the first conference call, and he will attempt to make contact to relevant
participants next week. Hanne-Lise, Ashild and Tina will be invited to participate in the conference
calls.
Ulrik described that in 2008 it was decided as part of a set of ru les for qualifying as co-author in the
Lifestyle project that "in case of conflicts, decisions are to be made by the steering committee

consisting of Ulrik Schi!i~ler Kesmodel, Erik Lykke Mortensen and Paul Thorsen". It was mentioned
that the steering committee may also make day to day decisions to avoid unneccesary delay in the
pregress of the project. Coleen suggested that she join the steering committee as a representative
of the CDC. This wr~s agreed upon.
Ulrik described that because Lene Hvam had decided to leave the project, Pour, Erik and Ulrik had
talked to Sjurdur F Olsen about different ways of moving that and other projects on diet for.vard. A
meeting among the four is being planned later this month, where different options will be discussed.
Some papers may be written by any of the four, others by new PhD students. Written agreements
will be made, including~plans for funding.
During the meeting Coleen made it dear that the CDC expects to finish its current engagement in
the Lifestyle project by July 2010, although the CDC may be interested in being involved in specific
futtJre projects.

Ulrik 5chi01er Kesmodel
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Denmark Gra11tee Autism/CP Call
November 30, 2009
8 am Eastern/2pm Denmark

Call Participants
CDC:
'J Coleen Boyle, Director, Division of Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities
(DBDDD), CDC
'\j Marshalyn Yeargin-Allsopp, Medical Epidemiologist, Chief, Developmental Disabilities
Branch (DDB)
'-......,JDiana Schendel, Epidemiology Team Lead, DDB
\;Kim Van Naarden Braun, Surveillance Team Lead, DDB
~Joanne Wojcik, Public Health Analyst, DDB

Denmark, Aarhus University:
'V Seren Kjaergaard, Head of Institute, Principal Investigator on Cooperative Agreement
"'-1 Eric Pamer, Assoc. Prof. at Dept of Biostatistics
"-.!Carsten Obel, Assoc. Prof. at Dept of General Medicine
~s Anderson, Technical Coordinator
Review of Action Items from the last call (some updates provided in Carsten/Erik's
document).
Action List (consolidated listing from the November 10, 2009 call):

1.

Ssren and Carsten to proYide an SSI update on our next call.

Comments: Update provided below by Carsten and Eric. Sercn will ensure that David
Hougaard is included in future calls.
2. Poul is requested to provide Aarhus University a copy of all permissions in his
files ASAP.
Comments: Email note from Paul 11/30/09- "The approvals for the studies, which I
have on hand, have been revealed to Carsten and Erik previously and can be found on
http://www.datatilsvnet.dk/english/. As I have stated before to Carsten and Erik, I have
not been able to locate the ethical approval for the autism pilot study. I recolliDlend that
new approvals are requested just as stated in the notes from the last conference call."
3.
Carsten and Eric will be responsible for securing all appropriate permissions
and data management across the project.
Comments; Carsten and Eric provided an update below.
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4.

Marshalyn will contact Peter Uldall regarding the CP registers.

Comments: Marshalyn attempting to contact Peter.

5. Soren, Erik and Carsten will also connect with Peter mdall regarding the
continuation for 2009 and the completion of the data collection (CP register).
Comments: Denmark folks also attempting to connect with Peter.

6. Aarhus University to provide an update on a future call regarding the DNBC
Based Studies.
Action List/ACTION ITEM Items (consolidated listing from today's call (November
30, 2009)):
1.
Diana will review the referenced Buttenschon paper (reference 1) and get
back to the group.

2.
Carsten wm provide the Permission Committee quarterly meeting schedule
for the next call.
3.
Carsten wiU provide the workgroup a description of the Denmark permission
process in English.
4.
Soren will review and provide an update re the abstraction. He had thought
it was ongoing.
5.

Joanne to reattach Diana's update sheet to the next minutes.

Comments: Joanne emailed document to group 11/30/09.

6.
Ssren will send David Hougaard an invite for future calls. If the day/time
does not work with David's schedule another call time will need to be identified.
It was confirmed that the below day/time works for the call participants.
Proposed calls are from 8am-9am EST on the following bi-weeldy dates through March.

December 14 (one call in December due to the Christmas holiday)
January 11, 25
February 8, 22

March 8, 22
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Carsten and Eric provided the below short report for today's call (in.italics).
Overall progress
CP registry

We have had meetings with Peter Uldall from the CP registry and the abstraction team
(Gija Rackauskaite and Annette Bang Rasmussen) to arrange for completion of the CP
registry of cases in western Denmark for birth year 1995-2003. The abstraction to the
CP registry is expected to be finalized by February 1th 2010. Further, the medical birth
record abstraction is expected to be finalized by Aprillth 2010. A new agreement of
collaboration between Institute ofPublic Health, AU. and the CP registry is being set up.
Q- docs./Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies

A total 162 children with CP were selected to have their medical record abstracted, of
which 127 have been abstracted. A total of 1330 controls.were selected of which 1203
have been abstracted.
Biomarker panel

We had a meeting with David Hougaard. He is willing to discuss new projects using the
inflammatory panel and say that we (CDC/Aarhus University) if we have specific i_q(/.as
have the first right to use the panel for these purposes. He and his people also use the
pane/for other purposes that he believes do not inteifere with our areas of interest. He
thinks that testing /000 persons costs about $20,000. He estimated that CDC/Aarhus
University has financed on third of the cost ofdeveloping the panel. He is ready to start
developing the new panel but awaits the financing from CDC.
· Comments: Marshalyn is unclear about "developing the new panels". Per Carsten, he
met with David Hougaard and they were discussing the possibility of using the already
developed panel. David Hougaard is interested in new projects since the panels are now
developed. It was mentioned that if another group of research subjects were to be used
there would need to be another clearance from the Ethical Review Panel. Marshalyn

asked Diana if there are any new questions that could be answered based on the
inflammatory biomarker panel? Diana stated there could be some additional analyses
completed.
Coleen thought that David Hougaard was working on the new panel and he had an
additional year of work to complete this activity. Diana mentioned the new panel is an
autism panel. Carsten will re-review his notes (may not have captured information
appropriately). Carsten mentioned the inflammatory panel is completed and quite
inexpensive to now run on samples. S0ren believes David Hougaard has started on the
second panel. Cole en would also like S.eren to review the budget for FY 2009.
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Permissions
The CP registry datn

The eastern Denmark registry is a national register and the pennission for western
Denmark should be covered by this permission (originally given to Peter Uldall)
Bio- and genetic markers and CP

A permission from Jes Vestergaard from the Ethical Committee is currently being
transferred to David Hougaard and extended to include genetics. A new permission from
the Data Protection Agency is also needed. Then all permissions for bio- and genetic
marker and CP are in place.
Comments: Per Carsten these pennissions will be moved to David Houggaard. It
should not take that long to get the permission moved; should take approximately 1-2
months.
Bio- and genetic markers and autism

We have not been able to find a permission from ethical committee that covers both bioand genetic markers and autism. As far as we understand only one paper has been
published using these data 1 and Diana will soon be submiting another. Apart from the
letter from the EC in our region (attached) we have not been able to locate the
permission for abstraction ofthe psychiatric records, and it is likely that it does not exist.
We are currently working on an application for bio- and genetic markers to the Ethical
Committee (EC) and Data Protection Agency that will cover both CP and autism.
Comments: Carsten believes one paper has been published using this dataset. Appears
there is no permission to conduct this activity. They wiB apply for a new pennission and

mention that something was completed without permission. Diana mentioned that there
was more than one paper completed. Carsten asked Diana to provide any additional
papers published under this activity. Diana does not believe there were any papers
published. Diana is not sure i.f the below paper was a part of this dataset.
ACTION ITEM: Diana win review the referenced Buttenschon paper (reference 1) and
get back to the group.
Buttenschon HN, Lauritsen MB, El DA et aLA population-based association study of
glutamate decarboxylase 1 as a candidate gene for autism. J Neural Transm
2009;116(3):381-388.
Carsten wants to be sure that the permission is received prior to the publication of
Diana's inflamatory biomarkers paper. Seren had met previously with David Hougaard
months ago and he referred to Paul with the needed pennissions.
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Diana mentioned individual permission was received for the CP biobank. data. For the
autism dataset Diana remembers individual permission was not required of each
participant. Individual permissions were received in the case control study.
The Danish Agency has permission reviews four times a year. They are attempting to
keep these activities on track to get permissions as soon as possible.
Per S0ren there should be no challenge to get it cleared. Coleen asked if we could
continue the analyses? Coleen asked if there is a record of permission sought in the past?
Eric asked the ethical committee if there were any previous permissions; none were
found. Per Diana at the time the Danish Data Protection Agency was only required. No
additional pennission had been needed. Per Carsten he believes pennission should have
been sought previously by the ethical committee. Per Eric he has seen a similar
application since the 1990's.
Carsten and Eric are attempting to gather all of the various pennissions into one
application package. Per Marshalyn it appears the rules are in the U.S. where you can
access some data without individual consent. Carsten and Eric will be preparing the
permissions application to the committee. Autism, CP and ADHD will be combined into
one permtss1on.

ACTION ITEM: Carsten will provide the Permission Committee quarterly meeting
schedule for the next call.
Diana offered to provide add~!ional scientific content information. They will provide

Diana and Marshalyn with a copy of the protocol.
Autism database
One paper has been published describing these data 2 and another describing the use of
patient files 3• At the time the psychiatric records were abstracted permission from the
Danish National Board of Health (DNBH) should have been appliedfor. However, there
was at that time confusion among scientists if the permission should come from the EC or
DNBH or if it was really necessary. In fact EC gave pennissions in this period.
Although it probably is possible to get such a permission from DNBH that covers foture
projects, it seem like it will be difficult- probably impossible - to get a permission that
covers ongoing or finalized project (back in time). We believe, however, that we have
found a possible solution to this problem by extending a related permission from Ethical
Committee that was given to a colleague at our institute (Rikke Maimburg). This project
was approved in 2000 (title ' Obstetric factors and autism', the permission that covers
one of the papers Diana is in charge of) and used mother's obstetric files. It is hoped
that it is possible to extend this project to include psychiatric patient files for validating
the Psychiatric Register diagnosis.
Comments: Carsten stated there should have been an application to the National Board
of Health; not from the Ethical Committee. It is difficult to get the permission back in
time. Data have been used for a couple of studies. The medical records mentioned in the
paper were referring to the validation study. According to the law the National Board of
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Health should have been asked. Per Diana she believes the permissions were in place for
the below paper. They had to get permission from each hospital and doctor to review the
records. Diana does not recall the specifics for the administrative pennissions for the
below paper. Diana mentioned that at the time the thought was to establish an autism
registry similar to the CP registry.
Lauritsen MB, Jorgensen M, Madsen KM et al. Validity of Childhood Autism in the
Danish Psychiatric Central Register: Findings from a Cohort Sample Born 19901999. J Autism Dev Disord 2009.
Madsen KM, I-Iviid A, Vestergaard Metal. A population-based study of measles,
mumps, and rubella vaccination and autism. N Engl J Med 2002;347(19): 14771482.
Coleen suggested we outline specific projects that we are seeking permission to provide
more clarity. Marshalyn agreed Denmark is working on the best strategy to identify
appropriate permissions (in retrospect). Per S0ren working with the National Board of
Health is a little more difficult to work through.
Coleen believes CDC has to inform the CDC IRB office to alert them of the issue of
permissions not available. Colccn asked for additional clarification regarding the
Denmark Permission process.
ACTION ITEM: Carsten will provide the workgroup a description of the Derunark
Permission process in English.
Diana mentioned that the Ethical Conunittee is similar to the U.S. IRB Board. Per
Marshalyn an approach needs to be decided before a timeline can be finalized.
Marshalyn believes this permission may be more complicated.

Danish National Biltlz Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies
Permission should be ok according the DNBC secretay, since the participants have given
consent to participate in on the DNBC and thus the use ofdata from the health system.

Comments:
Carsten noted that the DNBC has signed individual permissions for participation in
studies. Coleen suggested to Marsha]yn that CDC scientists talk in house regarding CP
analyses before further discussion ~m a furore Denmark conference ca1l. Diana agrees
with this plan.
S.aren mentioned the Citrix Server is working. The data will be placed on the server
along with variable descriptions. This will allow all of the data to reside in one place.
Wi11 then discuss analyses and data sharing.
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Coleen asked about the Quality Control for the CP Medical Record Abstraction. Coleen
believes Lars Ostergard was going to setup the QC. ACTION ITEM: Seren will get an
update from Lars.

ACTION ITEM: Seren will review and provide an update re the abstraction. He had
thought it was ongoing.
ACTION ITEM: Joanne to reattach Diana's update sheet to the next minutes.
Comment: Joanne emai led Diana' s update sheet to all 11/3 0/09.
Marshal;m would like to be sure that the David Hougaard is available for future calls.

ACTION ITEM: S0ren will send David Hougaard an invite for future calls. If the
day/time does not work with David's schedule another call time will need to be
identified.
Next Call:
When : Monday, December 14,2009 8:00AM-9:00AM (GMT-05 :00) Eastern Time (US
& Canada).
Where: Via teleconference (Eastem Standard Time)

Leader Passcode:

Participant .P,asscode :
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<food Day Soren and Carsten: I've provided a draft oftoday's notes/to do lists as an attachment to this email. I would it very much if maybe Carsten could provide a review from Denmark's perspective and revise as appropriate.
Ill then be sure to get CDC's review before·I send out as final. Carsten your notes w/Eric were very beneficial to provide a
olid starting point for today's discussions; tha~k you so much for sending prior to today's call.
·
·

~ppreciate

possible I'd like to get these notes out by the end of the week.
much

Denmark Grantee Autism/CP Call
November 30, 2009
8 am Eastern/2pm Denmark
Call Participants

CDC:
Colcen Boyle, Director, Division of Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities
(DBDDD), CDC
Marshalyn Yeargin...Allsopp, Medical Epidemiologist, Chief, Developmental Disabilities
Branch (DDB)
Diana Schendel, Epidemiology Team Lead, DDB
Kim Van Naarden Braun, Surveillance Team Lead, DDB
Joanne Wojcik, Public Health Analyst, DDB

Denmark, Aarhus University:
Saren Kjaergaard, Head of Institute, Principal Investigator on Cooperative Agreement
Eric Pamer, Assoc. Prof at Dept of Biostatistics
Carsten Obel, Assoc. Prof. at Dept of General Medicine
Nils Anderson, Technical Coordinator
Review of Action Items from the last call (some updates provided in Carsten/Erik's
document).

Action ListJTo Do Items (consolidated listin'g from the November 10, 2009 call):
1.

S.eren and Carsten to provide an SSI update on our next call.

Comments: Update provided below by Carsten and Eric. Seren will ensure that David
Hougaard is included in future calls.

2. Paul is requested to provide Aarhus University a copy of all permissions in bl.s files
ASAP.

Comments: Email note from Paul 11/30/09- quote- The approvals for the studies,
which I have on hand, have been revealed to Carsten and Erik previously and can be
found on http://www .dntntilsvnet.dk/ene:lish/. As I have stated before to Carsten and Erik,
I have not been able to locate the ethical approval for the autism pilot study. I rcconunend
that new approvals are requested just as stated in the notes from the last conference call,
unquote.
3. Carsten and Eric will be responsible for securing all appropriate pennissions and
data management across the project.
Comments: Carsten and Eric provided an update below.

1

· 4.

Marshalyn will contact Peter Uldall regarding the CP registers.

Comments: Marsbalyn attempting to contact Peter.

5.
Saren, Erik and Carsten will also connect with Peter Uldali regarding the .
continuation for 2009 and the completion of the data collection (CP register).

Comments: Denmark fol.ks.also attempting to connect with Peter.
6. Aarhus University to provide an update on a future call regarding the DNBC Based
Studies.
Action ListJTo

Do Items (consnlidated listi"i1jd-rom todav's call <November 30,

2009)):
1.

Di~a will

review the referenced Buttenschon paper (reference 1) and get back to

the group.
2.

Carsten will provide the committee meeting schedule for the next call

3.
Carsten will provide the workgroup a description of the Denmark Permission
process in English.
4.

Seren will review and provide an update re the abstraction. He had thought it was

ongoing.

·

5.
Joanne to reattach Diana's update sheet to the next minutes. Comments: Joanne
emailed document to group 11/30/09.
6:
Seren will send David Hougaard an invite for future calls. If the day/time does
not work with David's schedule another call time will need to be identified.

It was confrrmed that the below day/time works for the call participants.
Proposed calls are froni 8am-9am EST on the following bi-weekly dates through March.

November30
December 14 (one call in December due to the Christmas holiday)
January 11, 25
February 8, 22
.March 8, 22
Carsten and Eric provided the below short report for today's call (in italics).

OveraJ.l progress
CP registry

2

···'

We have had meetings with Peter Ulda/lfrom the CP registry and the abstraction team
(Gija Rackauskaite and Annette Bang Rasmussen) to arrange for completion ofthe CP
registry of cases in western Denmark for birth year 1995-2003. The abstraction to the
CP registry is expected to be finalized by February Ith 2010. Further, the medical birth
record abstraction is expected to be finalized by Aprillth 2010. A new agreement of
collaboration between Institute of Public Health, AU, and the CP registry is being set up.

Q- docs./Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies
A total I 62 children with CP were selected to have their medical record abstracted, of
which 127 have been abstracted. A total of 1330 controls were selected ofwhich 1203
have been abstracted.
Biomarker panel

We had a meeting with David Hougaard. He is willing to discuss new projects using the
inflammatory panel and say that we (CDC/Aarhus University) if we have specific ideas
have the first right to use the panel for these purposes. He and his people also use the
panel for other purposes that he believes do not interfere with our areas of interest. He
thinks that testing 1000 persons costs about $20,000. He estimated that CDC/Aarhus
University has financed on third of the cost of developing the panel. He is ready to start
developing the new panel but awaits thefinancingfrom CDC.
Comments: Marshalyn is unclear about developing the new panels. Per Carsten, he met
with David Hougaard and they were discussing the possibility of future prospects of
using this panel. He was researching new projects. David Hougaard is interested in new
projects since the panels are now developed. It was mentioned that if another group of
patients were to reviewed there would need to be another clearance from the Ethical
Review Panel. Marshalyn asked Diana if there are any new questions that could be
answered based on the inflanunatory biomarker panel? Diana stated there could be some
additiona~ analyses completed.
Coleen thought that David Hougaard was working on the new panel and he had an
additional year of work to complete this activity. Diana mentioned the new panel is an
autism panel. Carsten will re-review his notes (may not have captured infonnation
appropriately). Carsten mentioned the inflammatory panel is completed and quite
inexpensive to now run on samples. Sgren believes David Hougaard has started on the
second panel. Coleen would also like Seren to review the budget for FY 2009.
Permissions
-·

The CP registry data
The :eastern Denmark registry is a national register and the pennission for western
Denmark should be covered by this permission (originally given to Peter Uldall)
I' '
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Bio- an~ geneti~ markers and CP
A pennissionfrom Jes Vestergaardfrom the Ethical Committee is currently been
transferred to David Hougaard and extended to include genetics. A new permission from
the Data Protection Agency is also needed Then all permissions for bio- and genetic
-marker am~ CP are in place.
I

·i i ~ •.•

.Comments: Per Carsten these pennissions will be moved to David Houggaard. It
should.not take that long to get the permission moved; should take approximately 1-2
months.
Bio- and genetic markers and autism

We have not been able to find a permission from ethical committee that covers both bioand genetic markers and autism. As far as we un4erstand only one paper has been
published using these data 1 and Diana.will soon be submiting another. Apart from the:
letter from the EC in ow· region (dttached) we have not been able to locate the
permission for abstraction ofthe psychiatric records, and it is likely that it does not exist.
We are currently working on an application for bio- and genetic markers to the EthiCal
Committee (EC) and Data Protection Agency that will cover both CP and autism.

Comments: Carsten believes one paper has been published using this dataset. Appears
there is no pennission to complete this activity. They will apply for a new permission
and merition that something was completed without pennission. Diana mentioned that
there
more than one paper completed. Carsten asked Diana to provide any additional
papers published under this activity. Diana does not believe there were any papers
published. Diana is not sure ifthe below paper was a part of this dataset.

was'

TO DO: Diana will review the referenced Buttenschon paper (reference 1) and get back
to the group.

Butteruchon Ern, Lauritsen MB, El DA et al. A population-based association study of
glutamate decarboxylase 1 as a candidate gene for autism. J Neural Transm
2009;116(3):381-388.
·_r
,
j

Carsten wants to be sure that the permission is received prior to the publication of
Diana's inflamatory biomarkers paper. S0ren bad met previously with David Hougaard

months ago and he referred to Paul with the needed permissions.
Diana mentioned individual permission was received for the CP biobank data. For the
autism ~taset Diana remembers individual permission was not required of each
participant: Individual pennissions were received in the case control .study.
The Dani'sb Agency has permission reviews four times a year. They are attempting .to
keep
activities on track to get pennissions as soon as possible.
.. these
·,·
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· Per Seren there should be no challenge to get it cleared. Coleen asked if we could
continue the analyses? Colc~en asked if there is a record of permission sought in the past?
Eric asked the ethical committee iftbere were any previous permissions; none were
found. Per Diana at the time the Danish Data Protection Agency was only required. No
additional permission had been needed. Per Carsten he believes permission should have
been sought previously by the ethical committee. Per Eric he has seen a similar
app_l!cation since the 1990's.
•.b:

.•..; .

'Carsten.'and Eric are attempting to gather all of the various permissions into one
application package. Per Marshalyn it appears the rules are in the U.S. where you can
access some data without individual consent. Carsten and Eric will be preparing the
permissions application to the committee. Autism, CP and ADHD will be combined into
one permission.
TO DO: Carsten will provide the committee meeting schedule for the next call.
Diana offered to provide additional scientific content information. They will provide
Diana and Marshalyn with a copy of the protocol.

Autism database

One paper has been published describing these data 1 and another describing the use of
patient jilei. At the time the psychiatric records were abstracted permission from the
.par,~s~. [Va~ional Board ofHealth (DNBH) should have been appliedfor. However, there
was at ~hat time confusion among scientists if the permission should come from the EC or
DNBH or if it was really necessary. In fact EC gave permissions in this period.
Although it probably is possible to get such a permission from DNBH that covers future
projects, it seem like it will be difficult -probably impossible - to get a permission that
covers ongoi~g or finalized project (back in time). We believe, however, that we have
found a possible solution to this problem by extending a related pennission from Ethical
Committee that was given to a colleague at our institute (Rikke Maimburg). This project
was approved in 2000 (title 'Obstetric factors and autism', the pennission that covers
~fthe papers Diana is in charge of) and used mother's obstetric files. It is hoped
that it is possible to extend this project to include psychiatric patient files for validating
the Psychiatric Register diagnosis.

one

.

_,

Comments: Carsten stated there should have been an application to the National Board
of Health; not from the Ethical Committee. It is difficult to get the permission back in
time. Data bas been used on a couple of studies. The medical records mentioned in the
pap'e r were referring to the validation study. According to the law the National Board of
Health should have been asked. Per Diana she believes the permissions were in place for
the below paper. They had to get permission from each hospital and doctor to review the
records. Diana does not recall the specifics for the administrative permissions for the
below paper.. Diana mentioned that at the time the thought was to establish an autism
·
registry 'similar to the CP registry.
.,

'

'!
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·Lauritsen MB, Jorgensen M, Madsen KM et ai. Validity of Childhood Autism in the
. , Damsh Psychiatric Central Register: Findings from a Cohort Sample Born 1990, ·.; << J99Q, J Autism Dev Disord2009.
Madsen KM, Hviid A, Vestergaard Met at. A population-based study of measles,
mumps, and rubella vaccination and autism. N Engl J Med 2002;347(19):14771482.
Coleen suggested we outline specific projects that we are seeking permission to provide
more clarity. Marshalyn agreed Denmark is working on the best strategy to identify
appropriate pennissions (in retrospect). Per Saren working with the National Board of
Health is a little more difficult to work t~rough.
Coleen believes CDC has to infonn the CDC IRB office to alert them. Coleen asked for
additional clarification regarding the Derun~k Permission process.
TO DO: ·Carsten will provide th~ workgroup a description
process in English.

of the Denmark l>ennission

Diana mentioned that the Ethical Committee is similar to the U.S. IRB Board. Per
Marsbalyn.an approach needs to be decided before a tirneline can be finalized.
Marshalyn believes this permission may be more complicated.
Danish ~ational Birth Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies

Pennissi~n should be ok according the DNBC secretay, since the participants have given
consent to participate in on the DNBC and thus the use of data from the health system.
Comments:

Coleeri ~sked about the Quality Control for the CP Medical Record Abstraction. Coleen
believes :Lars Ostergard was going to setup the QC. TO DO: S.0ren will get an update
from Lars.

TO DO:. s0ren will review and provide an update re the abstraction.
was ongoing ..
•

,r .•,
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He had thought it

'

• I

·TO DO: Joanne to reattach Diana's update sheet to the next minutes. Comment:
Joanne emailed Diana's update sheet to allll/30/09.
Marshalyn would like to be sure that the David Hougaard is available for future calls.
TO DO: Seren wi11 send David Hougaard an invite for future calls. If the day/time does
not work with David's schedule another call time will need to be identified.
Next Call:
When: Monday, December 14,2009 8:00AM-9:00AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US
& Canada).
Where: Via teleconference (Eastern Standard Time)

Leader Passcode :

Participant Passcode:

D
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Reference List

I. Buttenschon HN, Lauritsen MB, El DA et al. A population-based association study
of glutamate decarboxylase 1 as a candidate gene for autism. J Neural Transm
2009;116(3):381-388.

2. Lauritsen :MB, Jorgensen M, Madsen KM et al. Validity of Childhood Autism in the
Danish Psychiatric Central Register: Findings from a Cohort Sample Born 19901999. J Autism Dev Disord 2009.
3. MadsenKM, Hviid A, Vestergaard Metal. A population-based study of measles,
mumps, and rubella vaccination and autism. N Engl J Med 2002;347(19):14771482.
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• Short report for the telephone meeting 30th November 2009

Overall progress
CP registry

·We have had meetings with Peter ffid.all from the CP registry and the abstraction team
(Gija Rackauskaite and Annette Bang Rasmussen) to arrange for completion of the CP
registry of cases in western Denmark for birth year 1995-2003. The abstraction to the CP
registry is expected to be finalized by February lth 2010. Further, the medical birth
record abstraction is expected to be finalized by Aprillth 2010. A new aggrement of
collaboration between Institute of Public Health, AU, and the CP registry is being set up.

Q- docs.IDanish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies
A total 162 children with CP were selected to have their medical record abstracted, of
which 127 have been abstracted. A total of 1330 controls were selected of which 1203
have been abstracted.
Biomark~r panel
We bad a meeting with David Hougaard. He is willing to discuss new projects using the
inflammatory panel and say that we (CDC/Aarhus University) if we have specific ideas ·
have the first right to use the panel for these purposes. He and his people also use the
panel for other purposes that he believes do not interfere with our areas of interest He
think that testing 1000 persons cost about 20 000 $.He estimated that CDC/Aarhus
University has financed on third of the cost of developing the panel. He is ready to start
developing the new panel but awaits the financing from CDC.

Permissions

The CP registry data
The eastern Denmark registry is a national register and the permission for western
Denmark should be covered by this permission (originally given to Peter Uldall)

and genetic markers and CP
A permission from J es Vestergaard from the Ethical Committee is currently been
transferred to David Hougaard and extended to include genetics. A new permission from
the Data Protection Agency is also needed. Then all pennissions for bio- and genetic
marker and CP are in place.

Bio-

Bio- and'genetic markers and autism
We have not been able to find a permission from ethical committee that covers both bioand genetic markers and autism. As far as we understand only one paper has been
published using these data 1 and Diana will seen submit another. Apart from the letter
from the EC in our region (attached) we have not been able to locate the permission for
abstraction of the psychiatric records, and it is likely that it does not exist. We are
currently working on an application for bio- and genetic markers to the Ethical
Committee (EC) and Data Protection Agency that will cover both CP and autism.

' ,.

,.
~

Autism database

One paper has been published describing these data2 and another describing the use of
patient files 3• At the time the psychiatric records were abstracted pennission from the
Danish National Board of Health (DNBH) should have been applied for. However, there
was at that time confusion among scientists if the permission should come from the EC or
DNBH or if it was really necessary. In fact EC gave permissions in this period.
Although it probably is possible to get such a permission from DNBH that covers future
projects, it seem like it will be difficult - probably impossible - to get a permission that
covers ongoing or finalized project (back in time). We believe, however, that we have
found a possible solution to this problem by extending a related permission from Ethical
Committee that was given to a colleague at our institute (Rikke Maimburg). This project
was approved in 2000 (title' Obstetric factors and autism•, the permission that covers
one of the papers Diana is in charge of) and used mother's obstetric files. It hope it is
possible to extend this project to include psychiatric patient files for validating the
Psychiatric Register diagnosis.
Dan~sh

National Bilth Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies

Pennission should be ok according the DNBC secretay, since the participants have given
consent to participate in on the DNBC and thus the use of data from the health system.

Erik Pamer and Carsten Obel
Reference List
1. Buttcnschon HN, Lauritsen MB, El DA et al. A population-based association study
of glutamate decarboxylase 1 as a candidate gene for autism. J Neural Transm
' 2009;116(3):381-388.
1•

2~( Lauritsen MB, Jorgensen M, Madsen KM: et al. Validity of Childhood Autism in the

'

Danish Psychiatric Central Register: Findings from a Cohort Sample Born 19901999. J Autism Dev Disord 2009.
·

3. Madsen KM, Hviid A, Vestergaard Metal. A population-based study of measles,
mumps, and rubella vaccination and autism. N Engl J Med 2002;347(19):1477. 1482.
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·· -Wojcik,
Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
t·
From:

Erik Parner IPARNER@BIOSTAT.AU.DK]

Sent:

Friday, November 27, 2009 8:21 AM

To:

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Cc:

Carsten Obel

Subject:

RE: Denmark Call Notes -November 30, 2009

Attachments: Progress report .doc

Dear Joanne,
Carsten Obel and I have made a brief report of our activities for the conference call Monday, November
. 30. Would be kind to distribute the report to all the relevant persons?

Kind regards,
Erik Pamer

' · · · ;· ......
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Denmark Grantee Autism/CP Call
November 10,2009
8 am Eastern/2pm Denmark
Call Participants
CDC:
Coleen Boyle, Director, Division of Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities
(DBDDD), CDC
Marshalyn Yeargin-Allsopp, Medical Epidemiologist, Chief, Developme'ntal
Disabilities Branch (DDS)
Diana Schendel, Epidemiology Team Lead, DDB
Kim Van Naarden Braun, Surveillance Team Lead, DDB
Cathy Rice, Epidemiologist, Surveillance Team, DDB
.Joanne ~ojcik, Public He.alth Analyst, DDB
BobVogt, National Center for Environmental Health (NCEH) Laboratory (could
not atte':ldthis call; but is interested)

Denmark. Aarhus University:
Scaren Kjaergaard, Head of Institute, Principal Investigator on Cooperative
Agreement
Eric Parner, Assoc. Prof. at Dept of Biostatistics
Carsten Obel, Assoc. Prof. at Dept of General Medicine
Nils Anderson, Technical Coordinator
Paul Thorsen, USA, Atlanta
.Editorial Note: It would be very beneficial for future calls if during the course of
conversation individuals identified themselves. This will greatly assist with
capturing appropriate call notes and task lists.

Future Conference Calls: Future calls will be scheduled every two weeks~
After today's call Marshalyn reviewed her calendar and found that she had
multiple conflicts with the every other Tuesday, Sam (eastern) day/time. Santrell
Green, the CDC/DDS Secretary has sent out a query, through 'Doodle', to
identify best possible ongoing date/time for continued conference calls (calls to
be scheduled every other week).
Action List/To Do Items (com~olidated listing):
~

.:

1.

' ·.

'

.

S~ren

and Carsten to provide an SSI update on our next call.

2.
Paul is requested to provide Aarhus University a copy of all permissions in
his files ASAP.
·.·
f: :Ji It • i:. · ,

1

·.
3.
Carsten and Eric will be responsible for securing all appropriate
' ·· p~n;ni~~i~ns and data management across the project.
• : · ·<

,

I

:
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~

'

· ··· 4. · ···· · Marshalyn will contact Peter Uldall regarding the CP registers.
5.
S~ren, Erik and Carsten will also connect with Peter Uldall regarding the
continuation for 2009 and the completion of the data collection (CP register).
6.
Aarhus University to provide an update on a future call regarding the
DNBC Based Studies.
Coleen/Update: Coleen provided an update to the group. From her perspective
it appears most of the below activities have been completed. She sees this as a
very productive project. The initiation of this bi-weekly call schedule can also
-been seen as a second phase of the project. This will allow other CDC folks to
collaborate in this project. Additional Denmark individuals may also engage._fn
the project.

Current Funding: Currently funds are allocated for the continuation of the
laboratory work (David Hougaard) and to support the analyses of the data
currently in hand (support to the CP Registry and Autism activities).
Soren/Update: David His working on some important activities at SSI. Carsten
will be meeting w/David H soon to get some additional information on the project;
Carsten will provide an update at our next phone call.

to·oo:

S0ren to provide an SSI update on our next call.

CP Registry. SiZ!ren believes that the data collection will be completed this
funding period. In the future recommend we use some of the meeting time to
discuss how to use this data in future analyses.
Carsten and Eric have been through quite a few discussions to understand the
proj~cts. S0ren asks Paul's help to identify the 'original' permissions for these
projectS. · ·
TO DO: · Paul is requested to provide Aarhus U a copy of all permissions in his
files.
dis~ussion

The
:

I

•

now focused on the various projects:

I

Marshalyn had talked about the number of cases yesterday. She realizes it is a
small number. Initial thought would be maybe do all spastic cases (271 spastic
cases): .

. ·.•

2

Coleen :asked If there are data dictionaries available. It was confirmed by Diana
that-there is a CP case control list and a variable list, which could be retrieved
., upon request.
A general question was asked if there were any additional analyses possible?
Diana mentioned she can share information on any additional risk factors that
may be worth exploring. She mentioned one area not explored at all is maternal
medications received during pregnancy. Sample was on gestational age- not
. birth ..Ye.~r~. The sample started in 1982; the last year was 1990.__ Note -:-this
information was gathered for only the eastern part of Denmark. There are cases
in the western part of Denmark but they are not a p~rt of this study.

CP registry data
Coleen asked if we needed permissions if we just wanted to just review the CP
registry data. Se~ren is certain that the CP Registry has received approval. Per
Diana they received individual approval for the cases and controls. Per Paul
approval from the committee was received every year up until 2005.
Marshalyn asked about a detailed variable listing from the CP Registry. It was ·
.noted that Peter Uldall can provide this listing. Poul also stated he may ·have a
copy. Paul also mentioned that he had also developed a code book.
. ~ ::'

.

CP biomarker data
s0ren·asked where the data are for these projects? He wants to be sure that the
data. are at Aarhus University and safe and to ensure that all permissions are
updated ~nd that there should be established a steering committee including
members from CDC as well as.Aarhus. Se~ren asked this question of Paul and
Diana to provide a historial perspective. Carsten stated he does not have the
data. It was noted that SSI manages the biological data since it falls under their
responsibility. SSI has the original files at their facilities.
-

•

' I

.

Cqleeri :asked if Aarhus University has access to the case control study data?
S~ren Is not sure right now.
' •

·.

'/

.

· Coleen·believes the data should be kept secure in one place. S0ren believes
that the data should be kept in Aarhus University unless the permissions do not
allow i( ~SC2lren wants to have the data permissions and data management
or~~ni~ed and be secured on the Citrix server ..
l .l
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Carsten mentioned that additional permissions need to be received if the western
part of Denmark data would be used in additional analyses. It was noted that the
original project was approved by the Denmark committee in 1991 . At this point
they·need·to request an additional approval. The permission is required from the
Scientific Ethical Commite(this organization is outside of Aarhus University).
Poul mentioned the original PI (Jes Vestergaard), who has the permission to the
project on inflammatory biomarkers .and CP He is currently in Norway. The
permission now needs to be transferred to someone else. Paul believes the
permission will be given to David Hougaard/SSI (permission transfer ongoing).

TO DO: Carsten and Eric will be responsible for securing all appropriate
permissions and d~ta management across the project.
To·DO: Marshalyn will contact Peter Uldall regarding the CP registers. S~ren
believes that contact is a good idea. It was also suggested that when Marshalyn
contacts Peter Uldall request she also keep Carsten arid Eric as cc's on
correspondence to keep them in the loop.
TO DO: S~ren will also connect with Peter Uldall regarding the continuation for
~~~~ a.nd. the completion of the data collection.
Au~lsrr,~ .Update
,, ..,

o'

•

'•

I

Autism register data
Marshalyn asked if Aarhus University can work with Danish Psychiatric Data.
Poul stated that this is the registry based data regarding vaccines'. Permission
should already be in place from the National Board of Health since this was
initiated in 1999. Marshalynverified that we can get all new permissions for
anything related to autism. Eric and Carsten will be working hard to ensure we
get all ne~eded permissions.
1

! ~ •'

:

'

Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) Based Studies

M~~ha.ly'n had questions regarding these studies. .She verified that there was no
m~dical

abstraction of the autism perinatal records. She asked what is available
ttie DNBC?

tro'm

Carste~ verified that there was no abstraction of the perinatal data (on autism).

Only the CP and some of the controls are finalized and only the registry data
available. All of the data in the DNBC are available.
. .;

.l

~ .:

•

.

Coleen 'verified that they have finished the CP abstraction and are working on the
cq~trols. Anything from the DNBC is available (interview data).
h · LI :~
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.,Diana asked for an update of the subcohort (control) for CP the case-control
study.
Carsten and Eric report that in total 162 children with CP were selected to have
their medical record abstracted, of which 127 have been abstracted. A total of
1330 controls were selected of which 1203 have been abstracted.
TO DO: Aarhus University to provide an update regarding the DNBC Based
Studies on a future call- especially on the abstractions performed at Skejby
Hospital - aoocs.
Laboratory biomarker panel development:

Permissions
Diana noted that no permission is required. She would appreciate an update
from David Hougaard. Carsten mentioned that they would need a permission for
access to a certain patient group.
Carsten has not found the original approval for completing this study. He is
looking for Paul for original approvals for the Autism studies. Poul mentioned
that.there were multiple studies put together in one package. Paul cannot find
t~~ original permissions. It was noted that the data protection agency approval is
in-"p!ace:
··
Carsten cannot find any permission on the biomarker study. It was noted that
Kristine Svedgaard has send them a letter suggesting that this study received its
permission in 2003. Paul stated that if folks are in doubt about the permissions
then Aarhus University should secure new permissions.
Paul believes that there has been confusion on the permissions. Carsten
beiieves we do not have permissions for the autism disorder case control study.
Paul suggested that Aarhus University may want to check with Kristine regarding
the perr_nissions; she may have tried to secure permission.

Other p:~.ssibilities:
rV.'~Jshalyn mentioned these calls will be ongoing. The tasks right now are to gain
an\1nderstanding of the current status of the activities. At this point we cannot
talk about what additional analyses to be completed without a more thorough
understapding of the various projects.
· ·
. ... 1

• • •
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Diana would like to talk with David regarding the panel development and
regardi'1Q what analytes he's prepared. She would also like to know what
samples would be available for future studies.
S0ren would like an update regarding what David's next step will be regarding
the use of these biomarkers.

:. 1
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
From:

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

Sent:

Sunday, November 29, 2009 11 :27 AM

To:

(OK} Kjaergaard, Soren; (DK) Obel, Carsten ; (DK) Pamer, Eric; Boyle, Coleen
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Rice, Catherine (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Schendel, Diana
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Thorsen, Paul; Van Naarden-Braun, Kim (CDC/CCHPINCBDDD);
Vogt, Robert (CDC/CCEHIP/NCEH); Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Yeargin·
Allsopp, Marshalyn (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDO)

Cc:

Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Green, Santrell (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD) (CTR)

Subject:

RE:REVJSED Denmark Call Notes- November 10, 2009- Next Call Scheduled for November
30th (8am Eastern)

Attachments: [UntitledJ.pdf; [Untitled].pdf

Good Day: Attached arc revised Nov lOth call notes (thank you to Carsten and Erik for updating). Also provided from
Carsten and Erik is an update for tomorrow's (Monday's) call.
Agenda for Tomorrow's Call (8am Eastern /2pm Denmark)
When: Monday, November 30, 2009 8:00AM-9:00AM
Where: Via teleconference (Eastern Standard Time)

(GMT~05:00)

Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Leader Passcodc:
l(b)( 6)
Participant Passoode :
'------....1

Review of Action Items from the last call (some updates provided in Carsten/Erik's document- attachment 2).
Action List/To Do Items (consolidated listing from Nov lOth call):
1.

S"!~ll ~d

2.

Poul is requested to provide Aarhus Umversity a copy of all permissions in his files ASAP.

3.

Carsten and Eric will be responsible for securing all appropriate permissions and data management across the project.

4.

Marshalyn will contact Peter Uldall regarding the CP registers.

Carsten to provide an SSI update on our next call.

5.
S0I'en, Erik and Carsten will also connect with Peter Uldall regarding the continuation for 2009 and the completion of
the data collec~on (CP register) .

.

6.

'

.

'

..

Aarhus Umversity to provide an update on a future call regarding the DNBC Based Studies.

Other Topics

Proposed future calls - 8am-9am EST on the following bi-weekly dates through March.

11129/2009

. ' •. .

~

'

November30
December 14 (one call in December due to the Christmas holiday)
January 11,25

February 8, 22
March 8,22

11/29/2009
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Wojcik, Joanne (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)

~rom·

Boyle, Coleen (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD)
Tuesday, June 16,2009 10:41 AM
'Uirik KesmodeJ'; Denny, Clark (CDC/CCHPJNCBDDD); Wojcik, Joanne
(CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Jakob Grove; Tina R111ndrup Kilburn; Hanne-Lise Falgreen Eriksen;

ent:.

o:

l

Ashild Skogerb"'; S111ren

ubject:

Jlrik'

K. Kjcergaard

RE: Agenda and minutes from meeting 9 June 2009

Thank you for summarizing our meeting so well.

I will work with Clark to re-

engage the bi-weekly conference calls. When I met with Erik Mortensen on Friday he
~mphasized the importance of finalizing the data analysis plan quickly so that the
analyses could proceed in a uniform manner. Additionally, I - ~ave checked on the status of
our contract with Bradley Sharpness . We are finalizing the details of the contract and he
should be available towork with the project soon.
legards,

oleen Boyle 1 Ph.D.
irector
ivision of Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities National Center on Birth Defects
a d Developmental Disabilities Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 1600 Clifton
. , MS-E-86 Atlanta, GA 3G333
c oyle@cdc.gov
404-498-3907
f : 404-498-3550
11: f b)(6)

elivery Address:

Bldg 1825, Rm 3029 1 Century Center Blvd. Atlanta, GA 30345)

- ---Original Message----om: Ulrik Kesmodel [mailto:UKES@SGCI.AU.DK)
nt: Tuesday, June 16, 2009 4:13AM
:Boyle, Coleen (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Denny , Clark (CDC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Wojcik, Joanne
DC/CCHP/NCBDDD); Jakob Grove; Tina R0~drup Kilburn; Hanne-Lise Falgreen ~riksen; Ashild
ogerb0; S0ren K. Kjargaard
bject: Agenda and minutes from meeting 9 June 2009
ar all,
ank you .for your contributions to our meeting last week. Please find attached the agenda

ard minutes from the meeting. If you have any comments, please let me know.
Best regards
Ulrik
I
O~rik Schi0ler Kesmodel
M, PhD, adj. associate professor, chairman of the Danish Epidemiological Society School
o Public Health, Department of Epidemiology University of Aarhus Bartholins Alle 2
D -8000 Arhus c
D partment a: Obstetrics and Gynaecology Aarhus University Hospital, Skejby_
B endstrupgaa:-dsvej 100 DK-~gag Jlrb"= .,
T 1: +45 8949 5566 or mobil1~!1 _)_(_)__________~

1

